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Why GERs?
By Edward D. Huntress
riculum has expanded in
Why are the General Eduresponse to this growth.
cation Requirements being
Through internships and job
reviewed? Aren't the GERs
search programs, the college
working?
community has beconie betThe purpose behind a GER
ter integrated with the busireview is, essentially, to find
ness world. All of these
out how well the GERs really
things, in conjunction with
are working. Since the last the nation's current attention
review, which took effect in
to the "Back to Basics in Edu1976, Bridgewater State Colcation" movement, have
lege has gone through many
combined to warrant the
changes. Along with those
GER review.
changes has come a growing
Before any re-evaluation
concern as to just how effectakes place, a set of public
tive the GER program is here
hearings will be held, beginat SSC, and how well it
ning sometime in February.
Students are encouraged to
reflects the needs of the current student body.
attend these meetings, not
Students observe proper etiquette as they board bus.
To handle the large undermerely because the College
taking of the GER Review, a
Curriculum Committee is
special subconimittee of the
looking for a strong showing,
College Curriculum Commitbut because the meetings are
the only opportunity stutee has been formed, headed
by Professor Stanley Hamildents will have to speak out
ton of the Foreign Languages on and discuss the issue. The
the safety of the individual
All staff, faculty and stu- the Student Union, each ResDepartrr1ent Other, m€'rnbers .· ..meetings will be held ett .var.::'."
using the S.S. C. Transit ·in
dents shouJd ·be aware by ident Hal·f. the Maxwell
of the committee include Dr.
ious 1ocations. on campus,
now that Bridgewater State Library, the Kelly Gymna- and around the Coflege, we
including the Great Hill Dor.:
Charles Nickerson, English:
encourage drivers of all vehiCollege has organized and is sium and all academic and
mitories. Meeting times will
Dr. Robert Boutilier, Et. t:
cles to stop whil~ passengers
operating a transit service. administrative buildings on
Sciences and Geography; L
be staggered so as to be most
are embarking · arrd disemThe Bridgewater State Col- campus. Since sch~dules
Janet Stubbs, Psychology:
convenient for those stubarking the bus.
lege Transit Service has been may change period.ically
Mr. Thomas Walsh, Regis- dents who wish to attend.
Passengers and pedestricreated to provide a variety of please note the effective date
trar; and two students, Judy Exact times and places will
ans must always cross the
services to members of our in the right hand corner of the
Henry and Christine Quinn.
be announced in upcoming
street behind the bus.
College Community; in par- schedule
Miss Ann Byrne, chairperson
issues of The Comment.
Bicycles, skis and large
ticular to increase the mobilInitially there will not be
of the College Curriculum
A written survey of the GER
parcels which would have to
ity, enhance the security, and any designated bus stops. To
Committee, will be present at evaluation will be distributed
be kept in the aisle cannot be
decrease the traffic and park- ride the bus, wait in a safe
all meetings of the subcom- to approximately 8,000 · ing congestion. The first few
allowed on the bus since they
spot where the driver will
alumni (dating back to 1945),
mittee, but as a non-voting
present a hazard to other
wee.ks of bus service will be a have the opportunity to see
member.
.,
all upperclassmen, faculty,
passengers.
trial period and your com-. you and pull over safely to
In the past, BSC was consiand regional employers.
Animals (except seeingments and suggestions for pick you up. Hand signal to
dered a "teacher's college"
Data collected from these
the improvement of services the driver that you wish to . eye dogs) are not allowed on
surveys and the ser'ies of
and its curriculum reflected
wifl be _appreciated. The board the bus and he/she will
the bus.
this bias. Recently, however,
meetings will aid the GER
Unaccompanied children
intent of the article is to pro- ·pull over to the nearest safe .
there has been significant subcommittee in. deciding
vide you with an introduction location to allow you to under 12 years of age are. not
growth in the Computer whether or not a change in
allowed on the bus.
tO ·public transportation in · board.
Science and Health Science the current system is in order.
Smoking, eating and open
general and to the BridgeTraffic is not obligated to
If a change is to occur, this
fields, as we1·1 as a large
water State College Transit stop for a public transporta- beverage containers are
number of older students same data will provide a basis
prohibited on the bus.
Service in particular.
tion bus as is the case with
with different goals and work
for formulating the commitSchedules will be posted in school buses. · However, for
continued on p. J O - - - ~xperiences, and BSC's curtee's proposal.

BSC Buses Finally Roll

An Interview with
By David Carreiro

President Rondileau

Inside
------------

the blessing, althqugh some may
call it the reverse, of having very
sharp memories, including both
Cats Pounce on Hub
Please state where you did your . the facts. and f~elings that I tiad
during ali phases of· my life. My
undergraduate s.tudles· and· post- - · · p.5
memories extend to not only my
graduate studies?
Hoop-Dynasty
Dr. Rondlleau: I did my under- . college days, but to high school,
p.14
and. the earliest grades of public
graduate studies at a public unischool.
versity, the City University of New
I am personally grateful for
York (CUNY), after attending its
p.10
these memories. Because of the
special preparatory school, which
vivid memories, I am aware of my
was called Townsend Harris Hall.
BAT Bus Schedule
Upon my graduation, t entered
feelings in regards to my academic
the" Harvard of New York City",
career. I remember taking examip.13
Columbia University. I did both my
nations, having more or less sucundergraduate and post-graduate
cess with them.
work there.
I can also recall the special rela ..
· Do you have a par.Ucular
tionships I had with the students,
memory or memories of your col-·
faculty and administrators during
lege days?
my coll~pe days.
A,P'!dileap: I t:~ve ~lways had
conlJ~ued <mp. 10.,.;..._..,.;,-.,.,.:,,.;.-~-..;.;_. lii.aiu.-......................... . . , - -......
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LETTERS
Registrar, Dean of Students,
Dean of Academic Affairs,
The Comment. MassPIRG:
When I received my bill for
the spring semester of '84, I
inspected it to find a new
heading typed in "Trans"and
under that heading a fee of
$10.00. Immediately I asked
myself what it was for, it was
in The Comment that J found
my answer. l am being
charged $10.00 so students
of Bridgewater State College
living in Brockton can be
bused to and from school. I
kept reading hoping to find
some consolation - there was
none.
I am a student of New Bedford and I too commute - the
idea of a bus running a route
to and from Bridgewater
State College is attractive -

the idea of me paying for
someone else's ride is appalling. I cannot refuse to pay
this fee but I can and will tell
you how displeased and
aroused I am by your requiring it of me! The bus is of no
service to me! Not only does
it provide service.to Brockton
students but it saves them
money otherwise spent on
gas and repairs caused by
such daily wear and tear.
Best of all their savings is my
loss.
The whole idea is unbelievable, to think the Institution I
attend would reinforce. not to
mention implement, such a
measure is grossly unjust not
only to me but to my wallet as
well.
Totally Dissatisfied,.
Joyce E. Poirier'

The following is a copy of the
letter sent to Miss Poirier by
the Dean of ·Students in
response to the above letter.

State College Campus. This
shuttle service between the
Lower Great Hill Parking Lot
and Burrill Avenue Academic
Building and the Mafn Campus has been designed with
Of~ople like yourself in mind.
We anticipate t,hat frequent,
on-time shuttle service will
be used by all students and
will provide a valuable link
between our two rnajor campus areas, increased security, and obviously a more
comfortable mode of transportation in inclenienf
weather. We expect,too; that
the system will eventually
alleviate to some extent the
overcrowded conditions in
our parking areas.
,
Obviously the System will
be under review from the first
day of operation. I invite you
to continue to share your
thoughts and suggesticns
with us.
·
Sincerely,
Martha D. Jones.
Associate Dean of StudentE

Dear Miss Poirier:
Thank you very much for
your letter reg.arding the
Bridgewater State College
Transit System. I can appreciate your concern over the
new transportation fee and
would readily agree with your
· position if in fact the transit
service had been developed
as. you sugg~st so that "stu·dents of Bridgewater State
College living in Brockton
can be bused to and from
school."
The fact of the matter.
Joyce, is that except forthre;
runs between Brockton and
Bridgewater during th1-.~
morning and again in the late
afternoon, all of the bus service between 7:00 a.m. and
12:00 mid night will be confined to the Bridgewater

Editor's View

Co.mmentary

In the forthcoming weeks,
this space will be reserved for
There seem to be a number ~relevant (hopefully interest-.
of inquiries lately concerning ~ ing) editorials.
:
In the past, The Comment~
the Athletic Fee Committee
and the athletic fee itself. The ~has not had such a column
college administration, ~~ere editors express their
under President Adrian Ron- •. views. I feel it is an obligation
dileau, wishes to revise the ~,of a newspaper, especially a
original budget after a half ~college newspaper, to take
·semester has passed. There ~ stands on certain issues.
is some question as to why
My aim here is to take
this is necessary. The·~ issues that pertain to the colAthletic Fee Committee has
lege and offer my opinions on
also been revised. Past
them. I don't see myself as an
members or. Edward Braun • off-the-wall radical, so you
and Professor Harry Lehshouldn't expect everything
mann, principle authors of t to be anti-administration. If
the budget last May, have ' they do something worthy of
been excluded from the
note, I'll write about it, and
~
'
"new" committee and denied
access to financial re.cords.
students also pay that same
There also seems to be a
$60. The proposed revised
question of how much money
budget only counts 4450 stuis in escrow and how some of
dents, rather than the actual
this money has been spent or
5200.
allocated. As recorded in the
The most pressing issue at
minutes of the last Athletic
the moment is the possibility
Fee Committee meeting held
that the salaries of the
on May ~9, 1983, at least
Atl:lletic Director and his
$54,000 was in escrow as of
secretary ($4 7 ,650) will be
April 30, 1983. This fund baltransferred from the general
ance was later updated to
fund to the Athletic Fee. This
$89,118 by Mr. Ruggerio on
administrative cost will take a
May 30,1983. The committee
big bite out of the surplus
had such a money surplus
money and will be an
last year that no major expen- expense that will be locked in
ditures had to be made from
the 1983-84 Atnletic Fee. The
committee voted unanimously that all major spend-

ings forthe83-84 year could
easily be tak.en out of the
1982-83 escrow account,
It should be noted thatthis
year's budget was. determined on the basis of 3700
students, each of whom pay a
$60 athletic fee per year. As
most of us know, this enrollment figure is well below the
Registrar's figures. There are
currently 5200. students
attending Bridgewater State
College. This !~aves 1500
students unaccounted for by
the committee's own figures.
Each of those "missing" 1500

tt
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Managing Editor

Sports
Editor
Joe Gouv~ia
Staff
Mike Storey,
Douglas ~enson

Production
Production Assistant
Donna Schofield
Distribution Manager
David Cormier

Contributing Writers:
John Marciano
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Entertainment
News
Monday:
Features
Advertisements
Wednesday
Personals
Late News
Classifieds
Emergency Bulletin
Announcements
Cartoons
Letters to the Editor Graphics

Nancy L DuPont

Staff
Edward Huntress
Christine Hallow
Michael Ricciardi

each year. What, then, is the
commitment of the administration to this restructuring?
Why was this line item not
brought forth last spring?
Perhaps it's time for all of
us to take a hard look at how
the Athletic Fee money is
being spent. There should
again be a sizeable surplus
this year (estimated to be in
the range of $90,000). Hopefully, the college will stick to
the original budget and
answer some hard questions.
·
Joe Gouveia

Deadlines T~;~~t~Y=

Editor-in-Chi·ef

Staff
Bifl 'srassH,: PaµI Foster,
.· BethWard; 1Me1g Snow
. David Carreiro

LI

L.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Gregory C, Mathis

Editor
Kimberly Murphy

•

, The Comment invites members of the BSC community to-'
•Gse this space tor a forum for their ideas, comments, an°'
fpersonal views. Letters should be typed and must be signed~
fAU submissions must be made before noon on Monday.
____ _
h
h
-Do you enjoywrit1~g, re~o.rtmg, rev1ew1~g or p o.tograp y
If you do and would like to !om the.staff or Just contribute, then
tcome to a '?omment meeting to fin~ out how. T~e Comm~n~
tholds meetings every Tuesday at 11.00 a.m. Get involved w1tht
your newspaper.
.
J

(Established 1928) "·

Feature.s
Editor
Debbie Santheson

•

·------------------1
f
·
·
·
t

The Comment

News

the same goes for something
not so worthy.
:
Maybe some positive
actions will come out of these•
editorials, I certainly hope so.
One of the main objectives
here will be to help the
school, not tear it apart.'
Sometimes though, you must
tear something down to
repair it. No more said there
for now.
Next week will bean editor-~
ial concerning itself with the
overcrowded situation here.:
Something is going to have to
be done. But I'll save my
views on that till next week.
Your (new) Editor
Gregory C. Mathis

Spring 1984 Publication Schedule
All of the following dates are Thursdays and
are subject to change.
Feb 2, 9, 16, Mar 1, 8, 29, Apr 5, 12, 26, May 3,
1 o .................................... .
The Comment is a student supported and operCo-Editors
ted weekly newspaper serving the academic
Matt. Peter Donoghue
ommunity of Bridgewater State College. EditorJoh n Beaton
ial policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in
Consultation with the Editorial Board. Restaff
publication of all material herein is prohibited
Robert Flynn, David Leo
ithout the expressed written permission of tl1e
· Jeff Linehan, Mark Pimenta, Editor-in-Chief: Afl'materials submitted become
Bob Smith, James Magner, he property of The Comment. ~etters to the Edior are encouraged but may be limited to 250
Peter George
ords or less and must be typed. Letters, classiOffice. and Management 11 - ~ ·ied advertisements and all other' written mateBusiness Manager
~ rials are subject to condensation. Advertising
Stuart E. Gardner
rates are available upon request. Any person
,.
ishing to join The Comment should contact
Advertising, Manager
~
ither the Editor-in-Chief or: the Managing EdiRoberta Bena
w
or. All correspondence should be addressed to
8 The Comment, Student Union Builqing, Bridge~
water State College, Bridgewater,1 MA 02324.
Telephone: (617)697-1200, ext. 215B.

Entertainment

·Contributing Photographers:
Editor:· Ed Dor]ahue Staff:Chris Harwood,
Elizabeth Norton, Ed Santilli

'i

Meetings are held each TuesdaY: at 11 :DO in
The Comment office.;
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Jumping Rope for Heart

The Comment

3

Announcements
.........

t. .. anyone can do it!" This is
the theme of the American
Heart Association's 1984
Jump Rope season. Anyone
can learn the skill and its cardiovascular benefits are
unlimited.
On February 4, 1984 from
9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. approximately ·100 youngsters will
be jumping rope at the Burnell Campus School, Bridgewater, to raise vital funds for
the H~art Association.
Jumpers strengthen not only
their own hearts, but the
hearts of millions across the
country as they raise money

jumpers to work together in
groups of six to complete the
activity. Participants receive
'prizes for their jumping
efforts on an individua~·basis.
Prizes of jump ropes, painters caps, bags, T-shirts and
stop watches will be awarded
. to the big hearted jumpers.
Sponsored in conjunction
with the Massachusetts
Association of Health, Physical . Education, Recreation
and Dance (MAHPERD) and
their American Alliance

I

I

(AAHPERD) the American
Heart Association is targeting children at a younger age
to exercise by jumping rope
and consequently they can
decrease their own risk of
heart disease. Jump Rope for
Heart is an event that can
reach all ages, so do not hesitate to join the Burnell School
youngsters on February 4th.
For more information contact
Sam Baumgarten or the
Heart Off ice· at 584-0446.

o 8 SIS

l'IB
....DD4B~C,....._..~~Hll. . .CHll. .'(HlllllllllHM. .IH>Gmll9Cl..m~J-a_..CMll.

.,~~~->i-
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1
to assure the continuation of '
research projects. heart
'·
,.
health education and· com\\\<
l )
- : -c~,-;:::'·
B J
m unity service programs.
This will be the fourth year
Y oyce E. Turnbull
the Burnell School has par- ,.....,.,..9'()~.c,...~D411...,CH11-.«
,..l
ticipated in the Jump Rope
~MmllllM~
program!
By Joyce Turnbull
treasury budget immediately.
Jump Rope for Heart is a
I will not be on campus this
national event encouraging
- The above logo will appear semester so you will have to
people to jump rope as a life- on the T-shirts and swe·atcall me.
long exercise. It is structured shirts as well as the ID cards.
Tuesday February 7th and
as a team event requiring the If you wish to have a T-shirt
Wednesday February 8th in
or hooded, zippered sweat- the Green Room between
shirt please contact me
11 :30 and 1:30 (please note
immediately because I am
time change) we will hold our
placing the order soon. The ti rst meeting for this semesT-shirts cost $9.00 and the
ter. From 11 :30 to 12:30 both
sweatshirts $16.00. Send
days Dr. Avery will be anscheck payable to me. (Joyce ,'l"ering .Ques.tions andgiv,fng
Turnbull, 22 River St, Mid- out generar academic inforAn unwanted pregnancy can
dleboro, MA 02346). Call 947mation. Then at 12:30. on
make you feel that you have no
6298 to· determine size and
Tuesday, Kathyleen Fletcher
say over what your body is
color. Also our new ID's are in
doing. But you do have a say.
will give a talk on self asserAnd a Preterm couni:;elorwill
and will be givenout.toacUve
tiveness.\
D(l Wedne~day at
help you figure out whatyau
" members on·fy at the.· nex't· 12=30, ·or. ·.Avery· ·w;11 . ·be
want to do about it. Call today.
meeting.
Because some things are too .
reflecting upon his experienimportant to be left to your body..r·~
I need help doing the new- ces as the only male counsePreterm. 738-6210.
sletter. If you have some time
lor at a shelter for battered
to spare please contact me at
women. Any students 25
·the above address and phone
years of age or older may
The most experienced
number.·
attend these meetings.
reproductive health care center
I want ·all officers to send
I hope everyone did well
in the Northeast.
1842 Beacon Street
me their class schedules so
last semester and I welcome
· Brookline, MA 02146
we can arrange a convenient
A lin·nsed non-profit health care lactlit,·
you all back for the '84 spring
"lh·n Coun,;.,Jing
Se Hahhi Espari11l
time for an officers meeting.
semester. Good luck!
Deb Nelson see me about the

.{l~'·.···; ."'.~\

Notes

"My body
is expecting:'

~reterm

This Week in P/RG
By Bonnie Bowden
The Bridgewater State College Chapter of MASSPIRG
is al ready starting plans and
setting new goals for the
upcoming semester after a
successful tan. This column
wilt appear weekly in The
Comment in an attempt to
keep the college community
updated on their chapter of
PIRG.
The Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group is a
student run organization
dealing with such issues as
acid rain, hazardous waste,
consumer rights and voter
registration in 1984.
·Last semester, BSC PIRG
was successful in making
strides towards eliminating
acid rain in this state. Many
Massachusetts communities
have passed a PIRG sponsored resolution calling for
Governor Dukakis to make
Mass. factories put a cap on
sulphur dioxide emissions
al lowed to permeate the
atmosphere, resulting in acid
rain. BSC PIRG also collected 600 signatures on the

acid rain petitions sent to the
governor calling for a stop to
this dangerous environmental problem. 10,000 names
were collected statewide in
al I.
The Brfdgewater chapter
also did extensive research
and work on the problems of
hazardous waste, used cars;
and consumer rights; Last
semester's successful consumer right hotline has evolved
into an excLting new project
for this semester, the Consumer Action Center. MASSPIRG recently won a grant
from the State Attorney General's office to set up a center
which would work with consumers in an attemµ.Lto solve
problems they may encounter. The center will be run by
interns and volunteers. More
details will be forthcoming
soon on this project.
With the 1984 presidential
elections only a sh.art time
away, one half of the population eligible to vote still has
not registered to do so.
MASSPIRG, with other student and political groups, will
be working towards decreas-

1984 Graduate School Guide
Copies of the 1984 Graduate School Guide have been
received in the college's Career Planning and Placement
Office.
This directory contains information about master's and
doctoral degree programs at over 400 colleges and universities in the Northeast and Midwest. Every degree program is
listed along with majors, tuition, names of deans and satellite
campus addresses.
The Graduate School Guide also includes a cross reference
section of graduate programs so that students can identify·
those colleges which offer graduate degrees i!l each of fiftyone general fields of study.
The directory also provides a section of postcards for students' use to write away for more information. Stop in to pick
one up. A limited number is available.
Kappa Phi Omega
Kappa Phi Omega, the only sorority at B.S.C. will be holding
a Rush Reception at 7:30 p.m. on Wed. February 1, 1984 in the
Student Union Council Chambers.
ALL ARE WELCOME

Valentine Candy Grams
Valentines Day is Coming! Let that special someone know
you care. Send a Candy Gram! On sale Feb 6th-Feb 13th in
front of the bookstore. We deliver off campus. Sponsored by
Kappa Phi Omega.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~

R.A. Positions Available
Applications are now available for anyone interested in an
A.A. position next year. They are available at Student Services
and must be turned in by 2/10/84. To give students a better
understanding about the job, we will be holding four information sessions, anyone of which may be attended at your
convenience.
Sessions will be held: January 30 at 7:00 p.m. in the Shea/Durgin Lounge; January 31 at 7:00 p.m. in the Front Room at
Wood; February 1 at 7:00 p.m. at Scott Hall and February 2 at
11 :00 a. m. in the Student Union Demonstration Room.
.· ..· .·.·... Resi.deoce HalfSpa~e AvaHab~e ; ......... • .• ,
!We s'tif 1have some vacancies fodemafes took;ng for a roo'm .
in a Residence Hall and any student interested should stop by
and see Miss Maureen FitzGerald, Director of Housing, in the
Office of Student Services in Boyden Hall. If you are a full time
student (carrying at least 12 credit hours), filed the appropri.a.t~.J~~~lt'1 :fpmt~r1q .••pf.?JJQt.h?!~~;~ry~.jti11ar.9!~l;99U~u~ti:~m:Jp

Bndgewater State CQHege then you are eligible for:on~
campus housing.

Senate Positions Available
The following Senate positions are open:
Senator-at Large
Senator Class of 1985
Senator Class of 1987
Nomination papers will be available February 2, 1984 in the
S.G.A. office, third floor of the Student Union Building. Papers
must be turned in by 4:00 p.m. ,feb. 9, 1984. Elections will be
held on Feb. 23 and 24 1984.
Yearbook Staff
A meeting will be held for all yearbook staffers on Friday
3.fternoon, January 27, at 1:00 p.m. If this time is not convenient, please leav~ a note at the yearbook office with a list of
your best "free" time. We will make every effort to accomodate
everyone.

ing the high percentage of
people (especially studen~) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
who have not yet registered.
A conference on this topic
will be held in Cambridge in
February· and is expected to
be attended by student
government leaders and others. from across the nation.
The privilege' to vote is not
Formal year.book portraits are scheduled for
one that should taken advantage of in this important elecFebruary 6 through the 10th. Studio One
tion year.
photographers will be on campus to take your
Internships are still availapictures.
ble for students who would
A studio will be set up in the make-up room
like a challenging, educational and fun internship with
(near UG 4, beyond the Communications
MASSPIRG. Besides the fore
Office on the ground floor of the Student
mentioned C.A.C. there is
Union), with the adjacent changing rooms
opportunity for research,
available
for clothing changes.
lobbying and countless other
options. For more informaA sign-up book is now available at the
tion contact Lewis Heyman,
Comment/Yearbook
office, along with
Staff Apvisor, in the PIRG
sample pictures. Sign up now for a time that is
office, located in the Student
Union across from the Rat or
convenient for you.
call 697-1200, ext 2313.
Don't forget, a Yearbook will be supplied to
A general information
all
seniors who submit their glossy to the
meeting will be held on Feb.
Yearbook.
7, 1984 in the Student Union
·in the Green Room at 11 :00
a.m. This is a chance for

1111...-----------------------------------------.......

ATTENTION SENIORS

continued on p.
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WINNERS

News from Career
Planning & Placement

of the

COUNT the REINDEER
CONTEST!

PA'ULA RIZZO
FRANK ARDITA
A~~-~A~A;~~~~~~~~~

How· MANY REINDEER WERE IN THE
CHRISTMAS COMMENT of DEC. 8 ?

,336
;~A-~~~~~~~;~~-~~~~~~
Atotal of 17 entries were submitted. Five had the correct amount of reindeer. A lottery was held
of the correct entries and t,,vo winners were drawn. The winners will receive. two tickets each for
General C.inema Theatres.

Chi Alpha Cares

ATTORNEY

DONALD HADGE
Chi Alpha wishes to wel•· come everyone back from
Christmas ,break, and we
would like to welcome afl the
new people as well by giving
some information about our
fellowship. Chi Alpha is an
inter-denominational charismatic Christian fellowship.
and we meet every Thursday
at 11 :00 a. m. in the Plymouth
County room across from the
tnformation Booth in the Student Union.
Chi Alpha (XA) is taken
from the Greek cristou Apostoloi, which means "Christ's
--sent ones". It offers support
and fellowship, and members
consider each other "brothers" and "sisters". We all
grow together, learning from

each other in our pursuit of

the Christian lifestyle.
Throughout th,e semester
·we will be involved in many .
activities, such as moviesdun .
nights, etc. You will be well
informed as you pass. and
glance at, our bulletin boJ~.[d
next to the Bookstore, which
will be posted with all even~s
as well as our "Verse of the
Week".
We do hope to meet man).
new faces in the upcoming
weeks, either at the weekly·
meetings, in classes, in
dorms, or just on campus.
Good luck this semester, and
remember, "Destiny is not to
be waited for: ft is to be
achieved."

OFFICE SCHEDULE
HOURS 3:00 - 7:00 p.m.

January

Thurs. 26
Tues .. 31

February. Thurs.·2
PLACE: S.<3.A. OFFICE

.or COUNCIL CHAMBERS
TO ALL B.S.C. STUDENTS:

FREE LEGAL ADVICE

Campaign Letter·
Hi! I'm Nadine Lucas. You
probably remember me from
vyhen I ranfor Senator of my
class and just recently for
Assistant Treasurer. In this
election I ran as a write-in
candidate and received the
most votes, a feat said to be
impossible. I would have won
this election if it had not been
called invalid~
I was told I had to work very
hard if I had any hopes of

winning the election. I
obviously. put a lot of time
and effort into my campaign
and I'm sure you can believe
me when I say that I'll do my
job as Assistant Treasurer
with the same energy and
· enthusiasm.
I have a few qual ificat~ons
my opponent doesn't have
that I hope you will carefully
consider when you are deciding who you will vote for.

... ...,._ ,,
C.P.P. Spring Semester Hours
The Career Planning and Placement Office's spring '84
semester hours are: 9-5 Monday-Friday and 5-8 p.m. Thurs-·
day night. Th-ere will not be any evening hours the two Thursdays during spring break, March 15 and 22.
A Summer Sampler
Now is the time to start planning for summer '84. There are a
tremendous variety of opportunities and information related
to summer emp_loyment, study, travel, both here and overseas.
A few items are listed below. Come to the Career Planning and
Placement Office for details/applications/information.
A. Summer positions with the U.S. Government Many agencies nationally and with the National Park Service in Boston.
National listings with regional supplement is contained in
Announcement 414. The National Park Service in the Boston
area offers two positions - the.se are:
Park Technician {$5.74 per hour) and Park Aide ($5.12 per
hour). Apply by Feb. 11, 1984.
Seasonal Laborer. Apply by March 16, 1984.
B. Student Conservation Program, Park Forest and Recreation Assistant program. A 12 week volunteer experience
(Basic transportation and living expenses are paid) all over the
U.S. All majors eligible. Variety of positions with organizations
like the National Park Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
National Conservancy, and other public and private resource
management and conservation groups. Anticipate over 900
participants this summer. Deadline to app!y- March 1st. Descriptions of positions and applications available.
C. Summer Job Fair '84-The 3rd Annual SSC Summer Job
Fair will be held ori Wed. Feb. 29, 1984 (Snow date Thurs.
March 1). This is co-sponsored by Financial Aid and C.P.P. It
will run from 10-3 in the Student Union Ballroom. All majors
are welcome. We expect 50 organizations from the New England states to be here to meet with students seeking employment. More details will be available in upcoming weeks in The
Comment and other campus media.
D. Overseas Work/Study/Travel-There are several publications/resources available. The Counci'I on International Educational Exchange has a pamphlet with details on work in
Britian, Ireland, France, West Germany, and New Zealand;
International Service Projects in Europe and Scandinavia;
cheap flights; youth hostel and .international student cards·;
study abroad in all parts of the world. Another new resource is
the Whole World Handbook. Come on in and review them.
There is much more information available to you merely by a
visit.
·
Upcoming Test Dates
For those needing to take one or several of the national exams
required for admission to grad or professional school, a spring
schedule and all application forms are available in the C.P.P.
Office. These include the GRE, GMAT (Management), NTE,
MCAT (Medecine), LSAT (Law), and others. The GAPSFAS
financial aid application is arso available in the office.
Workshop Schedule
If you (plan on doing some work on developing a resume,
learning how to interview more effectively, put together your
own job search, or seek summer employment, the C.P.P.
Office will be running workshops on all of these topics
throughout the spring. A schedule of workshop topics and
dates is available for you in the C.P.P. Office.
Spring '84 Recruiting Schedule
For graduating seniors, the on-campus recruiting program
run by the C.P.P. Office provides the opportunity to meet and
be interviewed by a company representative for a variety of
entry level positions available within the organization. All
majors can participate. A schedule with the names of the
organizations, . the position(s) they are interviewing for,
majors eligible, and dates of visit is available in the C.P.P.
Office. Stop in for your copy and plan on participating ..

,.,

First, being on the Ways and
Means committee has given
me the opportunity to learn
~
..
about the internal:·workings
~
~
of the SGA Treasury as well
as give me a chance to work
with the Treasurer, both of 1--------------------~-------~.
which are very important. I
.
II
Second, being chairperson
I
of the Rights and Freedoms
committee has helped reveal
my leadership ability and
I
dedication, two qualities that
.......
.......
.....
......
......
........
........
I
bei.ng Assistant Treasurer,_
demand.
THIS COUPON
.II
I would greatly appreciate
GOOD FOR ONE
your vote. 11 you still are riot
I_
The following Senate positions are open:
sure who to vote for, know
I
that I have the desire and
Senator-at-Large
FREE LESSON
6
Senator Class of 1985
! ability to do this job. lwi II give
I
i_t 100~/o, I promise you that.
j
Senator Class of 1987
But don't take my word for it.
341 Broad St. (Rte 18)
J No.minati.on papers will be available February 2, 1984 in the s. GA Just remember, though: I limit:
Bridgewater, Mass. 02324
I
I 1 Per Person
697-2996
I
~ office, third floor of th A Student Union Bldg. Papers must be returned b ! actions speak louder than
j 4:00 p.m. Feb. 9, 198< .. : 0ctions will be held on Feb. 23 and the 24t: words!
1
1984..
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Entertainment
'Cats' Pounce on Hub
CATS, A musical based on T.S. Eliot's "Old Possum's Book of
Practical Cats"; music by Andrew Lloyd Webber; additional
lyrics by Trevor Nunn. Production designed by John Napier;
lighting by David Hersey; Associate director/choregrapher,
Gillian Lynne; Directed by Mr. Nunn. At The Shubert Theatre,
265 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass ..

By Matt. Peter Donoghue
BOSTON ' - In the second act of the British-imported
Broadway musical, Cats, which has begun an open-ended run
at The Shubert, Gus, the Theatre Cat, sums things up very
nicely, "The theatre is certainly not what it was ... these modern
productions are all very well - but none will make history .... "
It seems to this reviewer that Cats will only be footnoted in
the theatri,cal annals as a "one song-show" -that being
"Memory''. - dependent upon spectacular scenic, costume
and lighting wizardry; zapped up by John Napier and David
Hersey, to put it across. This is not a traditional book-musical,
rather, Eliot's poetry, _Gld Possum's Book of Practical Cats is
used only as a vehicle for dazzling visual pyrotechnics.
Toward the end of the musical, as if to justify the otherwise
thin evening's fare, we're told, "You've seen enough to know
that Cats are a lot like you," and possibly so, but one would
hope that our lives-however routine- are not as repetitive as
Gillian Lynne's choregraphy, though certainly the precision of
the dancers is to be awed.
There is a reason to see Cats - in fact, there are a few. First,
the overhauled Shubert Theatre, lined with trash, garbage and
junk, scaled up to a size tha\,gives the very feel of a cat's eye
,
view.
Andrew Lloyd Webber (Jesus Christ Superstar; Joseph'cmd
the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, and Evita) has composed a score which incorporates various musical idioms replete with touches of K.urt Weill, baroque and liturgical, and·
Bi::oadw.e:y~s . greatAunesm. . i·tm,'Ju~e;SWne,,;.,~. ;t"b~re is:~f$<i>f
. ,.,,~~.,t'N'
outrageously funny parody of Italian opera and Gilbert &
.
· ·. ·
Sullivan (together!) in the "Growltiger's Last Stand"
sequence. But this is more impressive to musical theatre 1afficianadoes well-schooled in its styles, than to the average
entertainment-seeker.
continued on p. 6

1"he Cast oL the 1~• Natlpm•I i~·l:c:unp1111Y .(tf

Andre"·, L,lt;>Yl;t

Webber's hit musical, Cats, now at The Shubert Theatre fn
Boston. Inset: Cats director, Trevor Nunn.
Photo: M•tth• swope
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RATS, ,"A musical r&vue not
, based on a book by T. S.
Eliot"; Original music by
Vivian Krasner; Book and /yr~ ics by Roy Doliner; Costumes
by Liz Perlman; Production
' Stage Manager, Ray Leghart;
Contest No. 11
, Musical Supervision by Ms.
' Krasner; Choreography by
~RULES
Sherry Gold; Direct13d by Mr.
Doliner. Presented by Sonny
, 1. Prizes for solving trivia questions are two movie tickets to, Paige, Jack Gateman and
-each winner which are redeemable at General Cinema Lou Rosen in association
Theaters. ,
with David Brezniak~ Upstairs
· 2. All entries must be received atthe Comment office by Noon : at Nick's Restaurant, 100
, on the Wednesday following the issue date. Only one ent~y pe Warrenton Street, Boston,,
,contestant. Comment employees are ineligible.
. MA
·
t3. There can only be two winners per week; that's all we can '.
If you. will pardon the pun,
: afford so when there are more than fwo winners, we'll have a i Rats is awfully cheesy. But, if
; lottery.
·
'i one can accept the confine:4, Contest open only to Bridgewater State.College Students,: ments of low-budget enterFaculty and Alumni. All entries are ta be submitted to the tainment, the off-Broadway
. Comment Secretary between the hours of 9 A.M. and 2 P.M. A revue, Upstairs at Nick's,
~valid/. D: must be a.pprove.d by the secretary. The entry shoul
does provide a goodly share
·include the answers, your name, address an.d telephone of entertainment to excuse a
, number.
.
.
. nightawayfromthetubefora
5. Winners will be notified in the next issue of The Comment. night out on the town.
·, 6. Not all questions need to be answered inorder to enter the
It parodies and ·needles
contest and winners will be indicated by the number of correc such ripe subjects as a coolly
answers. ft is possible to only get one question right and stil i ntel I ect u a I Ha I Prince
win unless, of course, someone else does better.
("Long Day's Disco into
·
Night," a definite stab at Prince's arty concept musical, A
CONTEST N°. 11
. Doll's Life, which closed last
., 1. What was the first state of the United States? (First state· to season a $4 million flop), 'test
·
tube. babies, Liza Minnelli,
';ratify the Constitution, December 7, 1787).
; 2. A school of fish, a swarm of bees and a cluster of cats are and· composer/lyricist . Ste. known as coll~ctive words for annimals. Fill in the blanks: · phen Sondheim . .Rats is sub. A. .............. of ants and a· ............... of clams.
·titled ·"A musical revue not
3. A 25th Anniversary is recognized with silver. A 50th Anni- ,based on a book by T. S.
·'versary is recognized with gold. What is a 10th Anniversary. Eliot, " leaving one with the
·,expectation . that Rats will
recognized with?
· 4. What was the name of the pig, who was the leader of the finally have their revenge on
'
Ca!s . (Something this
. animals in George (1984) Orwell's Animal Farm?
5. 1313 Mockingbird Lane was the home address of what TV reviewer would have relseries?
t:i ished), but after all is sung

Bob Smith's
Trivia Tester

and Robin Thompson- is
and done, that idea seems
the. "Cheese Medley"(using
only to have been a commerthe melodies of 11 Camelot, II
cial after-thought (what wjth
Cats just· a hop, skip and a. "Evita," and "God Bless
America," among others, for
jump across the alley at the
"Camembert," 11 Velveeta,",
Shubert).
and "Processed American").
The original music in Rats,
Curiously enough, this medcontributed by Vivian
Krasner, is undistinguished ley seems to be about the,
and more often, banal. But only number in the show conwhen Roy Doliner sets his ceived for a Rats fevue,
sights on a target (in other though it leaves abroad smile
more notable instances to the on your face.
And it does more than that
music of Cole Porter, Jule
before
it's through-because
Styne, Harry Warren, Charles
Strouse, Stephen Sondheim, Hal Prince, having stumbled
Andrew. Lloyd Webber, on to the high-stepping finale
Richard Rodgers and Irving with the rodents all decked
Berlin), his satirical fire is as out in red, white and blue,
hot and ·sure as the likes of decides it is a brilliant visual
Betty Comden and Adolph concept and announces his
Green or Christopher plan to open Rats·at Boston's
'"Willard Theatre" prior to
Ou rang.
The highlight of the even- Broadway: Well, maybe. But,
ing -and it is worth enduring to borrow Cole Porter's
two formula ballads sung by words (his music wouldn't
1
female rats Betty Silberman serve my purpose), ' Anything goes:"
-M.P.D.
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•••
•••
••
••
•• 'Cats' claw
••
•• Boston ...
••
••
•• continued from p. 5
•
:
.•
•
•
•
•
: Robert Flynn
•

• We're teased with a little bit
:of "Memory" in the final
•moments of Act One, and it is
•reprised ineffectively until
•late in Act Two, by Laurie
•Beechman as Grizabella, a
•once-glamorous cat, haunt•ed by the shadows of her
:blissful past. And, ultimately,
•
Thursday the 26
eit is Beechman's poignant
•
•recollections of her "days in
• Jonathan sw;ffs 30 JFK St. 661-9887 - Jonathan Richman •the sun," which provide the
: and the Modern Lover are back I guess. This group started :only ge~uinely thrilling
out many years ago playing simple rock and roll about being a• moments in Cats.
8
• teenager, and though they probably didn't know it at the time,• Maybe !he best reason to
• were creating the prototype for the whole punk/new wave •see Cats IS to ~rasp what ~
1a movement. Some of the members went on to jojn other bands esad stat~ of affairs t~e.Amer.1• like the Cars and the Talking Heads, so 1 assume this new ecan musical theatre 1s in. This
: incarnation is not the original one. The last time 1 saw Jona-• past season on Broadway,
• than Richman, he was a solo act singing without accompan-: Cat~ was <?ne of only three
• ment.
His latest album.Jonathan Sings, has been well e musical h.'ts (the George
• receicved by the rock press and is a solid effort. He doesn't• Abbott revival of Rodgers &
• sing Roadrunner anymore, or so I hear, but we all have to• Hart's On Y~ur. Toes, ~nd
: move ahead. With Chance Langton, whoever he is. Shows at• Tommy Tunes light-weight
7:30 and 10:30. Advance sales.
•My One and Only, saved only
:
.
.
: by the gift-wrapping of son~s
•
Storyvjf/e, 645 Beacon St. Kenmore Square, 266-0860. -•by.George and Ira Gershwin,
• Dub 7 which is the latest version of the new wav'Y/funk band• being the other two). Osten• 007. I saw them open for the Clash last year, a'nd found them• sibly, then, w_e_ ha? two revi• to be quite dancable. With Rash of Stabbings, an equally•vals and a Bnt1sh-1mport.
•
In the race for the Tonys,
• exciting band.
•
•Cats was named Best Musi:
Friday the 27th
: cal because On Your Toes
•
8 (even with Abbott's face lift of
•
TheBSCS.U. Ba/froom-TheSexExecsareoneofthemost•the_ book) was de(initely .a
• dancable band. I've ever seen. You might have seen them last• revival, and t:>ecause My One
: :year in the BSG rat. Thier last e.p. got a lot of local airplay. : an~ Only arr,ived on the Great
•Their sound is hot and sharp. Don't let their name scare you;• W~ite Wa_y f~om Boston as
.-this is not a punk band. A must see!!! With a opening act from• slick medi~cnty.
• the Comedy Connection. Tickets are available at the info• B_ut, we ve hungered for
• booth;
•· ;
a entertainment, and Cats pro•
• vides .a fair measure, but it
:
Inn Square Mens Bar, 1350 Cambridge st., Inman squaf€:: doesn't live up to its hype.
• Cambridge, 491-9672 - The New Models play dancable•
.
.
•electro-pop. A lot of fun. They were in the BSC rat last year• Matt.. Peter Donog~ue is
•
and everybody had a great time.
• Entertamment Co-editor of
•
•The Comment, and contrib•
Saturday the 28th
• utes occasional features on
•
• New York and Boston theatre
•
Not much out there so stay in and abuse your cat.• to The . ~oston Herald and
•
·~ ECN da1/Jes .
1

Critic's
Corner
By John Beaton
The M_an Who Loved Women - Burt Reynolds gives
one of his best performance~ in years in one of the worst
movies of 1983. Director Blake Edwards, who has turned
out such fine films as S.0.8. and Victor/Victdria, among
others, manages a couple of chuckles but otherwise the
film is a bore. Julie Andrews is stale in the role of
Reynolds' analyst. ·
D-Plus.
Scarface - Al P?cino is wonderful in the role of Tony
Montana, a street tough Cuban who rises to criminal fame
in Miami. Director Brian DePalma paints the vicious
underworld with plenty of 'foul language and gruesome
murders that are essential to the story-line. Despite its
three-hour running time, Scarface will hold your
attention.
B-Plus.
Silkwood - This is the true story of Karen Silkwood
(played expertly by Meryl Streep), a worker who was
exposed to radiation in a nuclear power plant in
Oklahoma. Director Mike Nichols (The Graduate) is
concerned with.details in characters rather than the guilt
behind Silkwood's tragic death. Fine performances by
Cher and Kurt Russell.
A.

..•............................ ,.

A May 'Tetnpest'
.,

'tl"

(Reprinted from the October
1983 Cuesheet, the occasional newsletter of 8.S.C.
Theatre.)

· By Robert J. Barnett
The Tempest is a director's
dream! For years I have been
wanting to dQ this most theatrical of Shak-espeare's ·plays.
It is filled with the stuff of
theatre: magic, musict mysticism, and miracles. It
shimmers and glistens like
strands of gossamer caught
in the early morning sunlight.
It is filled with music, .both
etherial and earthly, which
underlies the movement and
rhythms of this "unsubstantial figment" of Shakespeare's vivid imagination. He
has brought all of his talents
and knowledge -of. theatre to
this magical piece. . , ....
Although he respects the'
unities in The Tempest, Shakespeare appears to wipe
away time. As Robert Getting
says, "He (Shakespeare)
doesn't so much scorn time,
as qf::l enslaves it; and if, in

The Tempest, he pretends to · •
be the slave of time, he is free
to
;n it as he wants to
do." This has become my cue
for the staging of The Tempest. I have chosen as my thesis, "We are s.uch stuff as
dreams are made of." This
.2
thesis frees me.• as Prospero
f
freed Ariel, to 'jfly untet~
ttered."
...
/ /
In The Tempest, as he did
Prof. Robert Barnett, 'Tempest
director; 25 years at B.S.C.
in most of his Romances,
Shakespeare asks the
audience to suspend its dis- reality, I look forward to perbelief to a greater degree forming my own magic on
than in Ms Histories or his this Shakespearean masterpiece, The Tempe~t.
Tragedies. He asks that we
accept the miraculous events
which occur in the play withAuditions for the major
out question. (Most 17th- rolestn The Tempest are now
century ·audiences readily in progress (See the Bulletin
accepted magic and miracles Board outside the S.U. Green
as every..:aay fare.)
Room for details). Scripts are
In the hands of the Master on reserve in the library. All
Magician,· Prospero, the other roles will be assigned
audience will experience the by general auditions to be
wonder of life, the unreality held March 5 and 6. Watch
of reality, and see more
The Comment for further
clearly t~is "unsubstantial details. The Tempest will be
pageant" in which we live.
performed May 3 thru 5 in the
Thus, ·freed from time
and S.U. Auditorium.
< : ;-i..,,_.
t:, . . "
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Sudden Impact - Clint Eastwood has brought his
character, Detective "Dirty Harry". Callahan full cycle.
Eaqtwood, also the film's director, knows what the movie
audiences want and he gives thenfplenty. This tirn'e 'Harry
is after a woman avenging her sister's rape (Sondra
Locke), plus the usual San Francisco scum. There's never
a dull moment when Harry's around.
8-Plus.
Terms of Endearment - This is a special movie that
succeeds on all accounts due to some fine tuned
performances and a well directed script. The story
evolves around a mother-daughter relationship (Shirley
. MacLaine and Debra Winger) that spans a period of
years. Possible Oscar nominations for Mac Laine and also
for Jack Nicholson as ex-astronaut Garrett Breedlove.
A-:-Minus.
Uncommon Valor - .Gene Hackman leads a group of
Vietna.m vets back to Nam in search of men lost in action.
Director Ted Kotcheff (First Blood) knows how to
entertain his audience; however, his style as a director is
rather.amateurish. Hackman and friends give some of the
worst performances of 1983.
·

C.
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Music

'84

i By James Magner

I

I
i

I

Looking Both Ways

5

5

5

Each new year in music begins with a look back atthe besti
5of the past year. 1983 was a great year in music. lt is one that§
~leaves me asking whether or not Michael Jackson will become§
~the Elvis Presley of the 1980's. He certainly is a Thriller when~
~he moves his hips and over twenty-five million fans world-§
~wide have bought his album. He is the king of popular music,!
Eyet he still looks like the cute boy that lives next door. Let's just 5
5"Beat It" "All Night Long" in "1999" to "Modern Love" in~
~remembrance of 1983.
§

5

§

s The Best of 1983 ... after careful consideration....

§

=

The best albums were Thriller, Michael Jackson; Speaking~
in Tongues, Talking Heads; Temple of Love, Sisters of Mercy;
and Rust Aed September, Eyeless in Gaza. The best singles 5
were "Undercover of the Night," The Rolling Stones; "Don't Be§
Denied," Riot Squad; and "Metal Dance," SPK. The best band~
of 1983 was easily U2. 1983 also gave rise to some promising i
§new bands like Culture Club, Eurythmics, and of course, The§
§Violent Femmes. The last "best" goes to the Boston-based lE
§ band, Red.
~

i

=

~Now,

5

~

On to 1984....

i

opens with a close-up of a as a government secret Cybernetic Dreams is the title of the new LP from the Virginia;
smoking gun. The camera agent He or she would prob- 5 band, the Slickee Boys. It is a poor album, released on the~
then pulls back to show a ably get themselves killed 5 Twin Tone record label. Each song is different, musically.~
It's the beginning of a new
beautiful woman, blowing before the mission actually 5There is a taste of punk, folk, Top 40 pop, bouncy beach music~
year, the beginning of a new
the smoke away. Then, a very began. But, one mu st sand even some rock 'n roll, butthis diversity doesn't work. The 5
semester and, since this is
respectable gentleman with a remember one basic and very ~vocals lack strength and the lyrics are rather simple and 5
the first issue of The Comgun in one hand and his arms important rule when ~unintelligent
~
ment for 1984, a new column
crossed says to the audience, watching television, the - Side One is plain awful but Side Two is a little better. "Mar-~
for "Stay Tuned." In our last
"The United States govern- things that happen are sel- ble Orchard" is the last song on the record and is also the best§
episode, we were unsure
ment invites you to go spying dom realistic. If, like myself, offered. The album is not worth buying and the Slickee Boys~
whether this author would
with me." The premise for you can swallow this pill then should say their prayers.
~
continue with these columns,
Masquerade is as follows:
you will enjoy this show.
A local band called Men and Volts shows much more prom- 5
but I decided I enjoyed all the
Lavender (Rod Taylor) is the Unfortunately, I am a .hope-.. ise. Their first repord i.s a creative mix of blues and jazz. "Red i.
headaches' and deadlines head of the N.l.A, 'a sec.ret less romantic when it comes ~Hair Girl" is the strongest song on the•album, and the fyrics f'
that go with writing a weekly
government agency. The . · to detective/spy thrillers on ·.~rise and fall, but never lose their power. The instrumental "Big~
column (I think I ought to
N. LA. is in trouble· because, the tube. The stories are no·~ Ball of String" is a beautiful arrangement that could tame any§
have my head examined).
in the last couple of months, different than some of the ssavage beast. This album is good, but not great. I think Men~
With ttiis :CJut qf'J~e~ay; .1'.11
every N;l.A,;a9.entse.nt~Mt.on 9ther. spy d,rarnas, but th~ ~and Volts has a future, but they still have some homework to!
ret1:1rn·yo!~:··to:Y'ot:ir.r~~.4larly.. a m:iS$1pt,fbt.l,~~;;:/~l'~~.:~;~;~~
..~
ai'a I o9 u e i €1 . .qri :$ p .., &na. j do~ ,
.. ·
·
.·
:1 ·
scheduled program (arready
killed or has 'failed to do iritelligent.
'
.5
in progress).
his/her job. The reason for
There is not much more An Omen for '84?
5
The spy thriller has been
this b,eing that their agents one can say about the show. ~
5
popular for a very tong time.
are now too well known by But, I can say this, it is good § My homework and my enjoyment of the Super Bowl were~
For example, Ian Fleming's
their enemies. The Solution: to see Rod Taylor doing ~both rudely interrupted last Sunday when Barry Manilow ~
super-spy James Bond has
Use normal, everyday people something after all this time. iattempted to sing the National Anthem. What a grim omen for~
been around since the late
with. the particular talent
In my opinion, he has been ~the Music of 1984....
§
1950's. Here it is the early 80's
Sorel Y m ·1ssed by tel ~v 1·s ·10 n '11111111111111111111111111111111mmmummmm111111m1m11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m111111F.
required for each mission.
and James Bond is aired on
The mission is always called
audiences. Kirstie Alley,
television and shown in the · "Operation: Masquerade."
straight from her work on the
cinemas-and still going
This show is a modern:..day motion picture, Star Trek:
strong. 1.n the early 1960's we
version of Mission: fmpossiThe Wrath of Khan, is
were subjected to a whole
ble. The only thing missing is delightful in this series. Greg
collection of secret agents:
the taped message that selfEvigan, even though I have
Matt Helm, The Saint, Agent
destructs in five seconds.
no complaint with his perfor86 (a/k/a Maxwell "Sorry
Like the Impossible .Mission
mances, is a problem for me.
Revie.wers,
Artists
about that, Chief" Smart),
It's tough seeing him w~thout
Force (1.M.F.)i Lavender, his
The Avengers, and The Man
two aides, Danny (Greg Evia chimpanzee from his B.J.
Satirists, Cartoonists
and Girl from U.N.C.L.E.,
gan) and Casey (Kirstie
andtheBeardays. Butwewill
respectively. CBS even went
Stooges (a' least Three!)
Alley), and the chosen prowait, watch, and s~e ·what
so far as to create two agents,
fessionals involved, travel the
develops.
James T. West and Artemus globe making the world "safe·
And Yes,
NEWS Writers!
So, if somebody comes up
Gordon in The Wild, Wild for Democracy."
to you some day and asks
West.
you to help the government,
I find it very hard to believe
R;q~lrements: Have pen, will travel.
It seems the spy thriller is that the everyday person can
don't worry. It's probably back again in the new show,
Masquerade.
be picked up off the street
Apply: THE COMMENT, 2nd Floor, S.U. Building, Next to
Masquerade. The show ·.and ftutomatically function

By Mark Pimenta

a

a

''Want to fool around?"

THE COMMENT

wants YOU!

B.S.

even

the Bookstore. Phone: 697~1200, Ext. 2158

'

Children's Theatre:
'Really Rosie'
'

8.S.C. Children's Theatre
has' become an institution in
itself, 1984 marking its sixteenth season. It: was
founded in 1969 by Dr.
Richard Warye, professor of
Theatre Arts (who is on sabbatical leave this semester),
and has grown in popularity
to the point where ten perfor. mances of the major production are offered to South
Shore-area elementary

'

school children. The
acclaimed Maurice Sendak/Carole ·King musical, Rea!Jy
Rosie has been chosen for
presentation, March 8 thru
March 14, in the Student
Union Auditorium.
·
The production is being
directed by Prof. Lee Dunne,
Chairperson of the Department of Communication Studies and Theatre Arts. Prof.
Dunne'~ last B.S.C. direc-

assignment was the
Ensemble Theatre production. of Neil Simon's comedy
hit, Plaza Suite.
Really Rosie.originally
produced for television in
1975 · was presented offBroadway by Stuart (Pippin)
Ostrow two seasons back,
winning praise from audience and critics alike. The
charming · story is about
Rosie, a creative young lady,

who involves her playmates
in musical story-telling.
Orders are already being
received for the production,
and there is ample opportunity tor student involvement
behind the scenes (e.g., set
construction, scene painting,
lighting, publicity, properties, educational publications, etc., etc.) For more
information, call 697;..1321, or
Campus extensions 2132
(Communications office) or
2279 (Theatre Shop), or stop
by the shop backstage of th.e
S.Uf. Auditorium.
Really .Rosie is undenllfay Get involved, plan to see it,
but don't miss it!

or 2159.
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SGA Profile of the Week
Well, I guess I'm supposed
.o say Hi, my name is Christine Openshaw. How boring.
Unfortunately, I think l have
to follow the standard monotonous form of an SGA profile
of the week. because I can't
think of anything better to do.
I'll do my best to spice 1t up a
little for you readers.
So, on to what I do. I am an
Associate Justice of the Student Court, the judicial arm
of the Student Government
Association. The Student
Court is responsible for
enforcing the laws of the
SGA, as written in the SGA
constitution. We decide
questions of constitutionality, as well as hearing cases
of disciplinary action. The
court consists of six justices
and one chief justice. We are
appointed, not elected, officials. l was appointed by
past-President Rob Berger,
with the advice and consent
of the Senate.
My job as an Associate
Justice is far from easy. I
----have to keep a clear head and
remain unbiased so that I can.
make fair decisions. What I
am obliged to do constitu
tionally is not always what I
want to do, which makes a
conflict that is not always
easy to deal with. However, I
think I can say that all of the
Court members. including
myself, are rational and intelligent people who have been
able to remain unprejudiced

at all times. While in session
we act as a highly professional body and our hearings
are dignified and respectable.
Beyond my position as an
Associate Justice, I am just
like everybody else. I'm a
senior English major who is
cramming every day and
night for finals and looking
forward to graduation. When
the studying gets tough, and
if I can dig up a few pennies,
I'm Rathskellar-bound.
I think I'm going to use this
space to urge all my fellow
students at BSC to get
involved in activities at the

More
Announcements

college. Whether it be clubs,
sports or SGA. it's a great
way to meet people and to
realize your own potential. I
know there are a lot of you
out there who are just going
Important!
through the motions: get up,
The Society for the Advancement of Management (S.A.M.)
go to class, go to sleep and will hold its first meeting of the semester at 11 :00 a.m. on
wait for the weekend. If more Tuesday, January 31 ~t, in Room L-11. Topics to be discussed
people took action, I think the include Valentines Day Carnation Sale and small business
whole college would function
seminars. New members are always welcomel
productively, and SSC would
Apply Now For Financial Aid
· have a brighter outlook.
The 1984-1985 Financial Aid app:ications are now available
I hope I was able to make
this an interesting profile. I in the Financial. Aid Office on the first floor of Tillinghast Hall.
know I'm wordy, but what do Deadlines are important. The Massachusetts Board of
you want from an English Regents State Scholarship program has the earliest deadline
major? Thanks for reading, of March 1, 1984. Students interested in the above mentioned
and thanks to all who actively program and all other programs, Pell Grant, Supplemental
Grant (SEOG}, National Direct Student Loan (NDSL), College
~•moort your SGA.
Work Study (CWSP), and Bridgewater State College Tuition
Waivers should file a Financial Aid Form (F.A.F.) with the
College Scholarship Service inimediate)y, and submit a BSC
Institutional Request Form with a co'py of the appropriate
Federal U.S. income tax return to the Financial Aid Office by ·
April 15, 1984.
Due to increased enrollment and reductions in some programs, deadlines will be critical.
Pledge Meeting
Phi Beta Sigma, the Bridgewater State College chapter of
the International Aviation Fraternity Alpha Eta Rho, will have
its first pledge meeting on January 31, 1984 in SU-2 at 11 :00
a.m. The fraternity is open to pilots, student pilots and aviation
enthusiasts.

Ph<>ln: Chri' H:ir1Annd

Postcards to Reagan
A group called "Citizens Against Nuclear Arms" based in
North Branch, N.J. is organizing a nationwide postcard blitz
· on the White House. The group is asking people to make a
commitment to send a postcard every day (if possible--total
cost for one week is less than $1) between now and Election
Day whh the words, "STOP THE ARMS RACE NOW" printed
in capital letters (send to: President Reagan, The White
House, Washingion, DC 20500}. The group is also asking that
everyone atso ask five other people to do so, etc. This will
quickly multiply the effect.

Father Joe: BSC's
Man of Peace
be found. "Someone else"
By Meg Snow
disadvantage is that people
"I had never before heard was never found, and father
leave. "Every year one third
of Bridgewater," were the Joe seems to be here to stav.
of the campus is new, and
words of Father Joseph "It's indefinite now,"
every two years roughly half
McNamara O.M.I., who explains, "but I'm very much
the campus is new," states
heads the campus ministry a1 · satisfied here."
Father Joe. "But," he conHe obviously likes being' tinues, "we have a terribly
the Catholic Center, located
on the campus of Bridge- where he is and doing what . loyal alumni." Another diffiwater State College. Father he does, but when asked spe-· ·culty he finds is the tendency
Joe, as he is best known, has cifically what he likes about fo fall into a too wellbeen at Bridgewater for eight being a part of the SSC comestablished pattern. "You
years. It is surprising that he munity, he says, "The chance
have to constantly guard
had never heard of Bridge- to be a priest. We have everyagaiA~t getting into a rut. You
water, having lived in Cam- thing essential for a campus
h:Sve ·to look for new ideas,
bridge and graduating from ministry. We have the people, • and there's . always the
Boston College, but, never- an alive and challenging
chance of disillusionment,
theless. he didn't know of the community, Sister Jo-Ann
but you can't give in."
place. "I had to come here," and Tony (who also staff the
As for the Catholic Center,
Father Joe says. "I was sent. center), we have good,
Father Joe feels that it has a
It was an assignment." Stran- strong faculty, staff, and stulot to offer the students of
gely enough, Father Joe's dent support. We are so tor-· BSC. Besides being a place
original assignment was to tunate to have the support
to study, it is "a quiet place to
remain in - the position at and affirmation, it gives me a
be where you can be of ser' Bridgewater for one year, or sense of pride."
vice to people." He stresses
until "someone else" could
To Father Joe, the greatest
that the Center is open to

he

3---------------

continued from page
anyone interested in getting
involved with Pl AG this
semeste( · to find out more
about the projects that will be
worked on this spring semester .. Joining Pl AG is an
opportunity to enrich one's
educational experience rn a
creative· and fulfilling way,
which is also enjoyable.
People in PIRG

This week's BSC PIRG
standout is Patrice Maloney,
one of the chapter's most
active members. The 21 year
old Bridgewater native
t1eaded the used car project

last semester and worked as
a canvasser for PIRG during
the holiday break. This
spring Patrice will work on
the voter registration drive,
both as the BSC co-chair and
also in Boston.
"PIRG is a great way to get
involved in the community,"·
Patrice said. "You know
you're being heard.,.
Her enthusiasm and
energy are a big part of the
successful BSC Chapter o1
PIRG.
You can join and be heard,
too. Become part of a growing student awareness - join
MASSPIRG.

anyone. He wants people to
know that it is "an open place
where anyone can feel they
have a home. It offe'rs a mode
of persona! presence on a
campus that can sometimes
be impersonal."
The Center does this· by
offering study space and a
quiet place for reflection and
prayer. Father Joe adds that
it is "academically oriented",
providing everything from
faculty lectures to typewriters. The Center also has an
extensive. library which contains almost 3000 books, and
hosts spaqhetti suppers that

continued on p. 1 0 - - - - ·

- Pete Seeger to perform In Boston
On Sunday, January 29 at 11 :00 a.m. in the Morse Audito-.
rium at 602 Comm. Ave. (Kenmore Square) in Boston, Pete
Seeger, folk singer, champion of the anti-nuclear movement,
world peace, jobs and justice for all, and environmental caucuses, will talk and sing at the regular Sunday service of the
Community Church of Boston. For more info, please call
266-6710.
Tax Forms
Come to the Bridgewater Public Library if you need federal
tax forms!!! The Internal Revenue Service has provided the
library with a limited supply of various tax forms for distribu- .
ti on to the public. t\s in the past, they have also sent us a set of
reproducible tax forms which may be copied on the library's
photocopy machine at 10¢ per page, several cassettes containing recorded instructions tor filling out 1040 forms, 1040A
and EZ forms, and copies of the booklets "Your Income Tax"
and "Tax Guide for Small Businesses" which may be borrowed from the library.
A special display of "Tax Information" is located on the main
floor of the library.

"Fantasy" Trip
Francis Beary will present a travelogue "Highways and
By-Ways of Scotland, England and Wales" at the Bridge; water Pub I ic Library on Tuesday, February 14 at 7:30 P.M.
. Join. him ona tour o~the major sights of London including
; Parliament, Westminster Abbey and the Tower of Lon: don, then travel. to Stonehenge, Plymouth, and on to
; Glastonburyto see the grave of King Arthur. In Wales, the
town of Llangollen will be visited as wel I as the eastern
part of-the country whfoh. is noted for its beauty and
remoteness. Highlights of. the Scotland journey will
include visits to the homes of -Bobby Burns and Tam
O'Shanter, the Scottish Highlands, Loch Ness and Loch
Lomand, Edinburgh and the Royal Mile.
The program will concllJde with photographs of the
Royal Wedding, the Royal Baby, and members of the
. Royal Family.
Mr. Beary has presented his entertaining travelogues
for many audiences in the area. The public is invited to
spend an enjoyable evening with him travelling around
the countryside. The program, which is sponsored by the
Friends of the Library, is free and will be held in the

~~~~.-~lib~r~~~~~-~·-~~~~~~~~·;s:;~~
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The Adeline D. Oakley A\\rard for Excellence
in Writing About the Artistic and
Literary Elements in Children's Books

Consumer Informatlon
Are you having trouble getting a loan, problems with investments, mail-order houses or
warranties??
Answers to these questions, as well as others
on marketing practic~s for small businesses,
credit, generic drugs and woodstoves, are
available at the Bridgewater Public Library.
The Federal Trade Commission has sent the
library an abundance of comsumer related
pamphlets which are being made available to
the public for free. The special display of materials is located near the adult circulation desk.
The library also has other consumer information available in its circulating and reference collections. If you are having a problem
contacting a particular agency with regard to
your problem, or want to know how to write an
effective complaint letter, stop by the library
and speak with the Reference Librarian.

An Announcement and Invitation
to Submit Papers for Consideration

******
Description: An award to be given to the undergraduate student at Bridgewater State College for
the best written exposition of literary and/or artistic elements in children's books, as judged by the
Award Committee. The award is to be given annually, but may be withheld if, in the opinion of the
committee, none of the work submitted meets the established criteria.
Award Committee: The committee consists of four or five members representing the faculty of the
Department of Media and Librarianship, the Department of English, the professional librarians of
the Maxwell Library, and a specialist in children's literature from the community at large. 1984
committee includes Richard Neubauer, Clifford Wood, Owen McGowan, and Jane Manthome.

at 4:00 p.m., to

Dr. Wallace L. Anderson Scholarship
Students in the Junior Class majoring in Art,
English, Foreign Languages, Philosophy,
Speech Communication or Theatre may be
eligible for a full-tuition scholarship under the
terms of the Dr. Wallace L. Anderson Scholarship which will be awarded at Honors Day in
May.
,
Under the guidelines establisheci by Dr.
Anderson, Vice President for Aca.dem~8 Affairs
Emeritus, this annual award shall be ~iiven to
an outstanding student who mee1s the follow-:
i ng criteria:
1. has completed 5 consecutive semesters
:-1t Bridgewater State College and plans to
.1raduate from the College
2. has a record of excellence both i ;· the
~najor field and in all college work, wjth a.rnin: mum cumulative grade point average of 3 30
3. has shown evidence of artistic or litere:v·y
~1bility or has demonstrated leadership in t1'•e
Jcademic major
Students who .believ~ th~t they niay b.e elig.bltJ:f0r;oonsJd,e,ration areehcouraged tomeet
with their Department Chairperson to discuss
application procedures

Any qualified applicant may submit one paper (typed, double-spaced, proofread). Each applican
should include a cover sheet with name, address, telephone, major subject and advisor's name.

Criteria:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Quality of writing.
Originality and perception.
Evidence of appreciation and understanding of the nature of children's literature.
Paper submitted must be typed, double-spaced and proofread.

Award:
To be announced at the annual Honors Day each May
A check for the interest earned on the Oakley Fund ($80.00-$100.00)

Suggested
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Categories for Writing:
Critical analysis of a single work
Critical analysis of the body of work by a single author or artist
Critical comparison of two or more authors or artists
An issue in children's literature
A theme in children's literature
Historical 9r. sociQ7cultu:ral treatm~nt ·of a• pa~icular period. or development in. children's
literature
·
Comparison of adaptations or translations of folklore
Elements of poetry and verse that succeed with today's children

I~--------------~------------,
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Overloaded buses especially in the Great
Hill area are a potential problem. Federal law
prohibits standing in the front or rear stairways. Drivers are eligible for citations from
local law enforcement authorities if they do not
enforce this policy. Please cooperate. Efforts
will be made to provide additional service
when areas and times of recurring overload
problems have been identified.
Drivers have the authority to refuse admittance or to remove any individual from the bus
who is or may be disruptive, or who is creating
a safety hazard to the vehicle or individuals on
the bus. Disciplinary cases will be referred to
the approp~iate campus official.
I should like to make a personal plea to all
members of the College Community to have
patience with the drivers and the vehicles. The
B.S.C. Transit Service is going to experience
growing pains, but we are making a gre?t effort
to provide safe, ·efficient and courteous service. Our drivers are your fellow students, not
anonymous members of a large company.
They. will try to be responsive to your needs.
Please be cooperative when th~y request
something from you.
If you. have any comments, suggestions or
(hopefully not) complaints please stop by the
Transit Service Office on the top floor of the
Grove Street Building or call 697-1319. Thank
you for your cooperation.

~oO
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Print your personal on a clean_pie,ce of
unshredded paper and bring it to The Comment office. When submitting personals yo.u
must show your Bridgewater l.D. Your name .1s
for our .records only, and need not appear in
print. Remember if we can't read it we .won't
type it!
·

• • + + • • • •
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New Orleans Trip
Sound exciting? If you are interested in
going to New Orleans, come to the History
Club Meeting on Thursday, February 2, 1984 at
11 :00 a.m. in the Campus Organization Room,
on the third floor of the S.U. (across from the
S.G.A.) or sign up on the History Club bulletin
board near the bookstore
Leland Smith Exhibition

The Bridgewater Public Library is pleased to
$~I
announce
the opening of an.Bxhibition of por~O~
I
}:
I traits, still life and landscapes by Leland Smith

L-------------~--------------'

~~~~~~~~~~~

Airplane Rides
Flying High for 112 price·
Airplane rides over the
college and ~oastli ne. Not a
business. Share the rental
cost with the pilot. Surprisingly inexpensive. Call Tony
at 697-4846.
·

For Sale: B & 0 stereo headphones, excellent condition.
Best offer. Call Jeff ·at 6973292 after 2:00 p.m.
Need a babysitter? Some
weeknights, weekend days
and/or nights. If out of walking distance from the college, will need a ride. For
more information, leave
your name and number for
Donna at The Comment
office.

Wanted: Female roommatb'
to share on-campus apartment with 3 other females.
Two bedroom, kitchenliving room, and bath. $35
per week. Parking for car.
Contact Pat Hot mes at 378-·
3591. Best location· on
campus!
For Sale: Four Cragar Rims
14" by 6''. $100. Two Keystone Klassic Deep Dish Rims
14", $75. Concord 10-speed,
$40. Call 767-3616 anytime.
If you submit a classified ad
for publication, please
advise us how long you wish
the ad to run. If we receive
no notification, we will print
the ad only If we have space

for it.

of Middleboro.
A graduate of Vesper George School of Art
in Boston, Mr. Smith has won numerous
awards for his work and has taught at Bearcraft
Studios and at Vesper George until its closing
in May of 1983.
In 1976, he opened the Lee Smith Studio in
Middleboro where he has pursued his painting
and where he teaches on a full time basis. He
has exhibited his work successfully throughout the area, and is very active doing ar.t demonstrations for art associations and civil
organizations. Most recently, he has been
selected as one of the ten artists to represent
Vesper George School of Art in a show on
Newbury Street at the Francesca Anderson
Gallery.
,
The public is cordially invited to attend this
show during regular library hours which are
Monday through Thursda·y from 11 A.M. to 9
P.M., Fridays and Saturdays from 11 A.M. to 5
P.M. The exhibition will run through the end of
January.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••
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Still More
Announcements

******

Submission Data: The deadline for submission of papers is March 1, 1984
Richard Neubauer, Department of Media and Librarianship.

The Comment
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OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
There are still tnany openings in off-campus
accomodations. Still need housing? See Mr.
Hartel in Student' Servic~s·or·call 697-1277 ..

The Comment

Thursday, January 26, 1984
continued from p.
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COMPOSE YOUR OWN VALENTINE MESSAGE!!!

PLEASE PRINT NEATLY!

Valentine Love Line!
LIMIT 25 WORDS PER MESSAGE

.,,
.
NAME ............................... ........................................
'

ADlJRESS ................................................................. .

Late submissions will not be accepted.

THE COMMENT
CUP & SUBMIT YOUR MESSAGE TO THE COMMENT OFFICE BY 12 NOON, FEB. 6.

.
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.................................,,...........................,.......,.... .......................,.....,.
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Menu at.Tilly
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View·.from Inside WBIM
Interview with former News Director
L,arry Richardson

\
i By Kevin Roberts

When I became News
Director I thought I had a·
~
This past semester (Fall
pretty clear view of what
r,_
~ '83f the Bridgewater State objectives would motivate
r
.
•
WB IM
the news staff and motivate
l College radio station
myself into producing better
~ FM 91 has been plagued with
quality newscasts for a small
~ problems and conflicting
Clam Chowder
Clam Chowder
c interests. Dr. Richard Veno is school radio station. My main
Tuna Melt
Seafood Platter
\l the S. tation's General Manobjectives were to train peoOpen Face Hot Roast Beef Clams
. acer and Director of the Stuple
how to write radio news
Sandwich w/gravy
Shrimp
, ""'
.
·.
,
that sounds good.
Mashed Potatoes'
Onion Rings
dent Union. Vanous actions
Broccoli
Cheese Pizza
r res1ufted in Veno's firing ProI tried to :Open channels
Green Beans
l gram Director Jim Magner
within the news station. .. so
J
Carrots
~ last October of '83.
that if a person evaluated me
~Saturday Brunch
}
After becoming News
and they thought I was
~ Assorted Juices
Beef Noodle Soup
Beef Noodle Soup
[ O'
t
.
M
f 1983
crummy
in someway they
[ Assorted Cold Cereal
Fish Square on Bun
Pork Cutlet w/ Gravy
l
I rec Q'~ In
ay 0 .
,
could tell me I was crummy
l Fresh Fruit
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Stuffed Shells
·~ ~op'homore . Larry Richard~ Eggs to Order
Waxed Beans
Mashed Potatos
SOn WOUid later resign for
and if that person was
French Toast
Potato Gems
Zuchini in tomatos
c personel reasons. Richard- crummy they had to expect
[ Assorted Donuts
Peas
l son left Bridgewater State
the same thing from me."
l Toast/butter/jelly
\
.
What were your responsibil~ ~unday Brunch
~ last December an.d 1s. now
ities as News Director? .
~·Assorted Juices
Chicken Noodle Soup
Chicken Noodle Soup
~ enrolled at the University Of
"My responsibilities were
~ Assorted Cold Cereal
Meatball Sub
Cheese Ravioli
i Sout.hern California pursuing
t Frash Fruit
Hot Turkey (Open Faced) Chicken Cutlet wl
l a career j n broadcast journafto make sure that the people I
Eggs to Order
Sandwich w/gravy
Suprl;lme Sauce
~ ism •primarily in televis. ion.
was working with were motil Waffles
Whipped Potato
Parsley Boiled Potato
r ··
'
.
vated.
That they were
~ Assorted Donuts
Mixed Vegetables
Qorn .
l Before leaving B.S,C. Larry
improving as often as possi{ Toast/butter/jelly
.prnen Beans
Richards~n spoke openly
l Monday
.
~ and candidly to The Com-· ble at a steady basis. My
. ~ Assorted Juices .
Tornilto Soup
Tomato Soup
~ ment about his experience at responsibility was to the
~ Assorted Cold Cereal
Gri.lled Ham & Cheese
Roast Turkey
t WBIM and his future plans.
audience too. To make sur~
l Grapefruit Half
Sandwich
w/Gravy & Dressing
l
.
l Cheese Omelet
Sloppy Joe
Baked Ham w/Fruit Glaze ~ What were your Objectrves that what we were producing
even if it wasn't professional
·~ Waffles
French Fries
Batter Dipped Fish
\ while you were at WBIM?
~ Assorted Donuts
Carrots & Peas
Mashed Potato
f "During my first year at was as enjoyable to the
~ Toast/butter/jelly
Spinach/
) WBIM I learned a lot about audience."
r T
d
squash
how not to administrate a
With the news, WBlM
l
ues ay
.
\
d·
t t' ·
N
~ Assorted Ju.ices
Beef Vegetable Soup
Beef Vegetable Soup~• ra. IO S a !Of! as a
ews would make it a bit humorous
{ Assorted Juices
Hot Pastromi on a Bun
Roast Leg of Lamb
~. D!Tector. My JOb was to try to by using according to·
Richardson, "human interest
1Fresh Fruit
Chicken a la King
Spaghetti w/Meatballs
~. clarify the goals Of the News
l scrambled Eggs
on a Tart Shell
O'Brien Potatoes
{ Department because they stories that came off the
~ Pancakes
Potato Puffs
Broccoli
i ha.d never been clarified wire ... Thf?l way we would
f Bacon
Green BE1ans
Corn
J.
·
·
structure the news is to start
1 Assorted Donuts ·
Garlic Bread
~ before.
) Toast/butter/jelly
\
I had to work from scratch. out with covering world
\ Wednesday
~ The way I did it was listen to events then national events,
.;:. \ Assorted Juices .
Corn Chowder
Corn Chowder
[ radio shOWS,1WBtch te/e'ViSiOn then local, then huma. 1
[ Assorted Cold Cereal
BLT Sandwich
Steak w/Sauteed Onions l news, and/ took it a// in and to interest."
Fresh Fruit
Sheppard's Pie w/Gravy
·and Mushrooms
~ evaluate myself and have
It had to flow and then the
l Cheese Omelet
Peas w/Mushrooms
Turkey Cutlet'.
French Toast
Baked Potato
Other people evaluate me sports and the weather after
r Assorted Donuts
Carrots
before I became News the commercial break could
J Toast/butter/jelly
Zuchini
.
~ § Director.
also be humorous. While we
.t...,_,,_._,,_..._.._ _.._.._.._._.,._..._._....-..--..-..-----9-

\ Assorted J11ices
f Assorted Cold Cereals
l Fresh fruit
~ 3cramb!es Eggs
~ Pancakes w/syrup
' Assorted Donuts
• Toast/butter/jelly
~ Friday
\Assorted Juices
Assorted ?old Cereal
r Fresh Fruit
l Cheese Omelet
~ Waffles
~ Assorted Donuts
t Toast/butte.rtjelly

Tomato Soup
Cheese Pizza
Chinese Chow Mein
Chile Con Carne
. Fried Rice
Mixed Vegetables

Tomato Soup
Manrcotti
Roast Pork Loin w/gravy
ltali~n Mixed Vegetables
Mashed Potatoes
Corn

l

i

i

i

i

l

i

i

f
i

evidenced by the basketball
lying beneath a small table
sporting some sort of potted
tree.
One doesn't even have to
know his last name to guess
his nationality. The pictures
and posters on the wall speak
quite clearly---IRISH. A
small wooden plaque hangs
on his door with the name
"McNamara" on it as well as
its Celtic version, "Mac
Conamara". A cloth print
which also decorates the
door neatly describes him as
"always mobile, never hostile, Father Joe."
If he could give one gift to
the world, what would it be?
"Truth," he replied, after a
moment of thought. "If I can
be philosophical for a
moment... truth and an understanding heart, being truly
able to understand the other
person."
In a letter to the student
population this fall semester,
Father Joe wrote that the
Center is "a diverse group of
people and one good dog
(appropriately named Dammit) seeking, in the midst of
college life, to build a community of faith, home, and
love." Asked how long he
plans to remain in Bridgewater, he replied, "For as
long as I could be effective." ·
If that is the case, he will
surely be here for a long time
to come .

I

were very careful not to victimize the audience or to dis·
respect them."
Richardson experienced
problems in covering sporting events because of equipment problems. While
covering the home B.S.C.
football .games at Swenson
Field, WBIM had difficulty
with the phone line hook up
which provided direct communication with the station
to the sportscasters. There
was a flaw in the line and
WBI M had to use lines from
the trainers. ·
Sometimes the broadcast
would be thirty minutes late
after the game had started.
Richardson explained that it
was difficult to acquire people in the sports department
to give WBIM the results of
8.S.C.'s games on a regular
basis. Only Derek Askew was
both involved with WBIM and
the sports department. ·
What led to your resignation
earlier this fall semester?
1
.-- 'Health wa~ a primary reason... I was using a great deal
of my energy to produce
quality newscasts but I was
not getting the support I
needed from my engineer
staff."
Richardson states another
reason was waiting forever
for the equipment to be'
instalJed. Every week ·he was
told that the equipment in
order to produce a show
would be ready in a week. For
eight weeks he was told the
the same story,until finallv he

continued on page 11
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learned that the equipment
would not be ready until
January.
Richardson is not bitter but
he wished he had known
about the installment delays
before hand so he could
focus his energies on better
newscasts. Also he could tell
enthusiastic people to join
WBIM in January when the
equipment would be ready.
"There's too strong of negative for.ce up there because
of the immaturity, because of
the lack of guidance and
because a lack of affiliations
with the Communications
Department. The station had
no purpose." .
What unexpected problems
did you encounter while you
were News Director?
Richardson states that the
other Directors created tension. The power had gone to
their heads. Also, because
the old equipment had been
ripped out over the summer
and the installation with part
of the new equipment was
delayed a month during the
fall semester no news could
be produced.
The Newstand, a public
service program where live
shows could be produced,
have yet to happen. The idea
behind The Newstand was to
use town ~electman, professors and students to speak
out about something relevant
to the college community.
What are the strenghs and
weaknesses at WBIM?
"The strenghs are the technology that's going to be
equipped out there. The staff
are the strong points. The
strengh is the station fias the
potential to become a force in
the local areas and attract
very quality people on this
campus into this station to
work.
Now the weakness is that
it's in a transition period right
now where I noticed a lot of
quality people left. The quality people that remain are
beating their heads against
the wall because it's very
frustrating."
Another problem Richardson explains is that there is
no faculty advisor with the
station. WB>IM started out as
a 10 watt station and did not
need an advisor as it was only
broadcasting as far as the
Great Hill dormitory. Now
WBIM reaches a 30 mile
radius, covering a larger
audience with· more responsibil.ity. The FCC is putting
pressure on WBIM.
"No longer can you order a
pizza over the station."
The media board and the
Student Un1on administration are discussing with the
Communications Department about putting a faculty
member in the station.
According to Richardson,
WBIM has forty thousand
dollars worth of equipment
and the Communications .
Department is slow in realizing the value of the station.
"If you don't have someone
from Communications who
can keep on teaching the
people and keep an eye on
the moral of the station and
the maturity of the station
then it's going to keep on
slipping down each year."
Do you feel that the radio
station at Bridgewater State
is a valuable learning

experience?
"Not right now. People are
going on the air that think
they know communications.
They know music, they know
an audience and they are
afraid to be criticized. That
can be a real problem even by
their peers. The station does
not have open communications within itself."
Richardson states an advisor is needed whose opinions
will be heard and respected.
Why did you chose Bridgewater State?
"I came to Bridgewater
State for the quality general
education requiremef]ts
here. I had been accepted to
Boston University, University
of Southern California. I went
up to U.S. C. but it was too
expensive for the first two
years anyways. All the school
was giving were course curricul umns. I knew Bridgewater

was a quality school espe-cially in Liberal Arts and
Humanities. So I decided to
save myself some money and
come to B.S.C. and see what
kind of education I could get
out of it. I didn't come here for
Communications mainly
because it's not in the heart of
a metropolitan area."
When asked what news
sources he used, Richardson
expressed that Newsweek
magazine was the most valuable for him. Newspapers,
Richardson feels, gives you
one account one day,
another the next and hopefully by the end of the week
the newspaper will summarize the events. Someday
Richardson believes he'll
have a need for newspapers
but as a student he does not
have time to read everything.
Reading Newsweek and
watching local news along

.

with national news on the television keeps him informed.
Richardson watches the NBC
Network because he likes
their style. NBC has the
"news that has a human edge
to it."
With radio, Richardson as a
News Director listened to
WBZ radio, stations KISS
108, WBCN, and WHTT in
order to get a mixture of both
styles of a news approach for
the WBIM audience.
What do you believe were
your strengths and weaknesses as News Director?
Richardson's strengths
were that he respected the
people he worked with
regardless of their , radio
experience. He wanted to
keep his newscasters
motivated.
"! tried to help maintain
some respectability for the
station in the eyes of the

~
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administration so they
wouldn't just shut us off when
we were going through our
difficulties."
As far as weaknesses,
Richardson believed he had
none. Although Richardson
was not enrolled in any Communications courses at
B.S.C. he felt that the fact did
not affect his performance at
WBIM. Hedidfeelthathewas
a victim of some equipment
problems.
"I could've beaten my head
against the wall and really
hated that job and wasted a
lot of time and energy. So
what I decided to do was
cooperate and if cooperating
didn't work then I didn't want
·
the job. So ( left.
ff they do 'some reforms in
that station it's going to be a
great piece of equipment. I
left with a smile on my face. I
think if r stayed for much
longer, I wouldn't have."

..
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When did you become President of Bridgewater State
College?
Dr. Rondileau: I became
President of Bridgewater
State College in 1962.
Had you ever been an
administrator at another college(s) before coming to
Bridgewater State College?
Dr. Rondfleau: For eight
years, I was President of a
private liberal arts college in
Yankton, South Dakota.
Before that I was an academic dean at two colleges:
Pace University in New York
City and the Associated Colleges of Upper New York, a
group of four different campuses. Its homebase is in
Plattesburg, New York.
Are the duties of the President now different from when
you first became President?
Dr. Rondifeau: I cannot say
that they are different. I can
say that they are now much
more complex. The student
population has increased
more than five times, as has
the number of personnel
working at the college. Its
area has g.rown from thirtysix acres to one-hundred and
seventy acres.
The complexity of eur programs and curricula has very
much increased since the
1960's.
What role should the Presi~
dent play in the college
setting?
Dr. Rondi/eau: It seems to
me that he should be close to
the wishes, desires, aspirations and hopes of everyone
in the college community.
T,he <::oHege communfty
includes students, faculty,
administrators and other
employees of the college,
., and other people would
include alumni, recent and
past.
It is my role to help in any
way, to facilitate all the
<f"~ important, good things that
should happen on campus
and its constituencies.
The President must be able
to work with the Legislature,
the Governor, the Regents,
the various Trustees of each
state college campus. We
now have additional complexities by having our own
Board of Trustees. Also, we
must maintain proper liasion
with the Boards of Regents
and its staff.
· What Is the future of Bridgewater State College?
Dr. Rondileau:-.The future
is to continue its past of being
extremely outstanding, not
only in the state and New
England, but in the country
, and over the world, in the
· programs in which it specialized. Originally, this excellence was in the field of
teacher education almost
exclusively. In latter years,
certainly including the present, this excellence has been
found in very strong programs in the Arts and Sciences and other important
professional fields, such as
Social Work, Aviation
Science, Computer Science,
and Management Science.
My colleagues and I, including Vice"'.President of Academic' Affairs, Dr. Robert
Dillman, believe that our

___,·-'-·~ future is to be recognized as a
.,.,.. very outstanding Comprehensive College. I do believe
that this is starting to happen
because the recognition is
coming from prospective stu-
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jents, alumni, principals,
superintendents, and by guidance counselors.
What is your relationship
with the student body?
Dr. Rondi/eau: I am very
happy to . say that it has
always been a very pleasant
and very rewarding relationship. Among the things that I
enjoy most is the opportunity
to talk with groups of students or individual students
on campus. Because I like it
so much, I try to to lt as often·
as my schedule allows:
although it may seem that I
am involved in meetings,
both on and off-campus, a
great deal of time. Sometimes it feels· that way to me
too!
What Is your opinion of the
Student Government Association? Do you believe that
they have been an effective
voice of the student body?
Dr. Rondileau: I think that
one· of the strong points of
the college is that there are
many organizations or
groups that in differing ways
represent the voice of the student body. Certainly, the Student Government Association is one of those important
voices. We also have the Student Un ion Board of Governors, the commuters
representation, the governing boards of the various residence halls · and Student
Trustee, Matt Regan.
As in any democracy, not
necessarily do all members
of a governing board think
alike, and therefore you cannot assume necessarily that

.

-

every student in the resithe strength of our programs
dence. halls always agrees
and indeed in the number of
with its governing board, nor
students over the next sevdoes every student using the
eral years.
Student Union agree with the
I will be very happy to be part
decisions of the Board of
of that process and to see
Governors, likewise with the
that Bridgewater will increasstudents in respect to the
in.gly be .known as not only a
Senate and officers of the
very good college but as one
Student Government Assocof America's truly great
iation.
colleges.
But that is the nature of
What is the future of higher
democracy. I think that it is a
education in the United
good thing tnat we have
States?
these governing boards and
Dr. Rondileau: I am
the Student Government
extremely optimistic because
Association. I know that
of a number of factors that
every one, inc.luding the
have caused the public to be
present one, does the very
more aware of the crucial role
best job it knows how.
of higher education in our
Compare the students of past
success as a people, and in
eras with the present-day
the very survival of the
student.
nation.
Dr. Rondileau: I would like
I never thought that I would
to say that the present-day
see such a transformation in
students a.re among the hardthe attitudes within the Legisest working, most serious,
lature, the Governor's office
most job-minded and the
in Massachusetts, as has
most accomplishmentcome to pass in the last two
minded of any students that I
yearts.
have known at B.S.C. and
The critical importance of
elsewhere.
higher education for the state
There are, of course, some
and the nation is its contribu- changes in styJe, style of
tions in high-tech, the total
clothes, hairdo, style of
cultural, economic, educathinking and style of
tional, and moral health of
approaching things. These
the country as recognized by
are in turn effected by the
legislative leaders. This was
economy, by war and peace.
not the case for many, many
What are your future plans as . ·years while I was here.
B.S. C. President?
What role should the student
Dr. Rondileau: I am tdoking
body play in the development
forward to sharing in the
and implementation of colstrengthening of the already
lege policy?
·
,
strong programs in the Arts
Dr. Rondileau: This is a
and Sciences and in the
very complex question. I start
career areas. I anticipate that
with a premise, that a college
we will continue to grow in
like Bridgewater is a college

.

k

community. There are many
players in the success of the
college community. The
three principal players are:
Students; Faculty and
Administrators. They are not
the only players. Everyone
employed by the college is
involved in the implementation of college policy.
If all of the governing policies
and procedures that are set
by the various employee and
faculty unions of the college
organizations are observed
carefuUy, there will be ample
opportunity for students to
play an important role in the
development and implementation of college policy.
Examples of campus governing boards with student
representation are: the AllCollege 1 Committee, which
has five student members
and is chaired by Carrie Kulick, 2nd. Vice President of the
S.G.A., and Matthew P.
Donahue, who is the commit.:.
tee secretary; the Curriculum
Committee, which has three
student members, including
Judy Henry, who is the committee secretary. Another
important student leader is
Student Trustee, Matt Regan.
He is ·a full voting member
with the same power as any
other trustee.
Through these and other college committees, college policy is both developed and
implemented. Certainly the
student role is very important
and significant and cannot,
and should not be, ignored or
avoided.
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CAMPUS SHUTTLE. AM:
Every 15 minutes I CAMPUS SHUTTLE· PM:
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Every 20 minutes

I
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I
I
I

1
1
I
I

Leaves
Waterford
Village

1:10
1:25

Leaves
Great Hill

a:10
8:25
8:40
8:55
9:10
9:25
9:40
9:55
10:10

1:15
7:3o
7:45
8:00
8:15
·8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15

10:25

10:30

1:40
7:55
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Student Union
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7:35

I
I
I
I
I
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I
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8:35
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9:05
9:20
9:35
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i 0:05
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2:35
3:05

3:35
4:05
4:35
5:05

5:35
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Leaves
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Campus_
Plaza

Great Hill

1:15
1:45
2:15
2:45
3:15
3:45
4:15
4:45
5:15
5:45

1:25
1:55
2:25
2:55
3:25
3:55
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4:55
5:25
5:50
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Stuc..::nt Union

Great Hill
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9:45
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I
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I
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Sports
Hoop Dynasty at Bridgewater
i),,

By Douglas Benson
A dynasty is building here
at SSC. The man is the
Athletic Director and
Women's Basketball coach.

games, both of them, mind
you, typified a Celtics-Sixers
seventh playoff game: they
were truly fine examples of
how a basketball game is
meant to be played. ssc·won
both, the first one by 7 points
and the second by a narrow 2
points.
The last iive games have
been won easily. BSC over
Gordon 73-53 (before the
break), BSC 72, Newport 45
(first game played after the
break on Saturday, January
14). On January 17, here on
campus over in the Kelly
Gym, BSC destroyed Fitchburg State 71-35, and then an
away game against Framingham State a week ago. I
couldn't get to the game but
the next day I found out what
happened. When sitting
down getting the statistics
from the game in the Athletic

He is Bo Ruggerio. Last coached the teams to a 33-7
year's team was the best in record, had an appearance in
BSC's history. This year's the Division Ill NCAA Quarteam may be undefeated at ter finals, a #4 ranking in the
the end of the season. Over U.S.A. and an unprecethe last two years he has dented, unblemished 13-0
record, and he won the
Coach of the Year Award.
(P.S. He has only been ·
coaching the Women's Basketbal I team here at SSC for
two years).
As we left the team last year
they were 6-0 and heading
into stormy waters. Salem
State came to town on Thursday, Dec.8 with an undefeated mark and an #2
ranking in New England
(SSC is #1 ), and then two
days later another Top 10
opponent came to town,
Eastern Connecticut State.
And you missed the both of
them. I was there to cover
both of the games and the

Department Office the night
before I heard that the team
had built up a 62-20 halftime
lead and I sat, just dumbfoundedly in the chair. I
couldn't believe it. I thought I
knew what this team was
really made of. I didn't. I do
now, though.
Both coaches had a discussion during the half and
they both agreed that SSC
was very much in control of
the game and they had gotten
the point across. The point is,
is that "they are the team to
beat". SSC won 84-37. Last
weekend BSC ,__ won away
against North Adams 67-50.
The team plays against Eastern Nazarene College away,
this Saturday at 6:00 p.m.,
and home against SMU next
Tuesday at 7:00 p.m in the
gym.
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Mike Storey

Back ~o.r anot. her.sem.est·e· r,
Finding it hard to get !n
the swing of things once
'again? Does making that 8:00
Jam class seem tougher than
~usual? My advice to you is to
~find a good night class to get
~into.
~ While everyone was away
~ having a grand old time, most
B.S.C.'s Thelma Houston flys·high over llMass opponent in Bridge- \ varsity teams were busy
., - waters latest victory.
Ph1Jto: Kd Santilli
· Sgoing through double ses) sions in both basketball and
~ swimming during the break.
f Their hard work has paid off
l as most sports are enjoying
~ good, solid records through
~ the first half of the season.
~
Leading the way is our out~ standing women's basketball
~ team _which is currently (14~ O) on· the year. They are
~ ranked #4 in the nation and
, \ #1 in New England. They are
i coming off of a very impressive (61-45) victory over
l UMass-Boston on Tuesday
~night. So far this season they
~ are holding· opponents to 48
By Dougl~s Benson
didn't take anytime at all. The the.endron8."Atien:85econci-\·
first score came by a blocked TD was a 74 yard run which is
Washington was king of punt' by Derrick Jensen early now the longest TD run in t
the hill until the Oakland in the first quarter, producing Super Bowl history. The J
Raiders took it away- from a 7-0 L.A. lead and the game was technically over at~
them i.n an abrupt 38-9 second to come late in .the that point. The play ended ~
trouncing that took only one first half.
the third quarter. The Raiders
hour in the eighteenth-Super
Washington lined up three ran the time out well in the
Bowl down in Tampa Bay, receivers to the right in order last.quarter and captured the
Florida,
to fool the L.A. defense. No Super Bowl trophy once
In getting here, Washing- chance. Theisman intended again, their second in four
ton damaged half-of L.A. by to throw to the left and he did years. · Tl1ey previously
beating the Rams 51-7, and to line backer Jack Squirek. obtained the Vince Lombardi
then just barelY' surviving Squirek plays for the Raiders. trophy in 1981 after defeating
against San Francisco in the The play was operated frem.--..the Philadelphia Eagles.
N.F.C. Championship 24-21. the Redskins 12 yard line and
The Raiders had the "right
Then came along the Rai.ders Jensen just walked in. At the stuff", as they beat each team
and the rest is history. The half L.~ had a convenient 21- they played by a shocking
Monday Boston Globe puts it 3 lead going into the locker average of 24.3 points per
. quite adequately, it was a room.
.
game and Marcus Allen, the
point-by-point assault, a kill
in the second half Marcus MVP of Super Bowl 18,
so quick and clean that just Allen then humbled "The smashed John Riggins r.ushbefore halftime the dirtywork Hogs" as he helped in every ing record of 38 carries and
was done. There was nothing Raider drive in the second 166 yards by gaining 191
left in the second half but a half. At 7:54 Marcus makes a yards on o'nly 20 carries. The
cleanup job and a little prev- great 5-yard TD run. He just bottom line is that the Raidentive maintenance.
followed the fine blocking of ers deserved this game, plain
Two of the Rai.cJers TD's Charley Hannah straight into and simple.

S.

~eh?

LA
Raids Skins
38-9

0

,

i

points per game while scoring 73 for themselves. Not a
bad margin of victory,
wouldn't you say?
,Next game for the ladies is
this Saturday against a tough
Eastern Nazarene team. Next
Tuesday is "La-Oies Night" at
home vs. Southeastern Mass.
at 7:00. pm. Come out and
celebrate with the ladies.
Also sporting a perfect
record this season has been
the men's swim team (3-0).
They are coming off of a (5755) win over S.M.U. Rick Sarson has been exceptionally
strong this season· and has
already eclipsed the 1000
free record for 8SC. The men
have some time'· off before
their next meet February 7th
against Central Connecticut.
Keep the record going guys.
The women's gymnastics
squad opened their season
on a winning note topping
Smith College (102.2;..107.8).
Cindy Parlee performed very
well in the all-around. Eleanor Plotner took the uneven
bars with Chris Anderson
taking the floor exercises.
They took their show on the
road again last night traveling to Rhod~ Island College.
Hope they did well.

r
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Men's basketball has taken

a turn for the worse losing
their last four games in the
second semester, bringing
their record to (6-7). One of
the main reasons was the loss
of four of the top six players
to academic ineligibility for
the second semester. A new
face in the crowd has been
6-8 freshman Sean McCarthy
who seems to have the tools
and could be a force in this
league in years to come.
Also, veteran Bill Scigliano
has returned in search of
becoming another member
of the 1000 point club. Currently he has averaged 22
points per game in his first
four games. The men's next
home game is S.M.U. riext
Monday night at 8:00 pm.
Our wrestling squad starts
up this weekend in a trimatch with Plymouth State
and Amherst. Sporting a (45) record, the team has
already won as many
matches as they did last season. Don't settle for that,
though.
Our women's swim team
hopes to get on the winning
track (Q;..4) when they take on
Wes.tfield State this weekend.
contmued p.
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W. alk J·n
Quiet Strength

By John Marciano
The Bridgewater State Col- UG4 which is located on the
lege Shoto-Kan Karate Club bottom floor in the Student
will be starting practices for · Union. An unpresidented low
the upcoming semester on price pays for a whole semes- ·
Mondays and Wednesdays ter of our black belt instrucfrom 6:30 to 8 p. m. The club tors as well as other exclusive
encourages any new social club events. For
members to come to a p'rac- further information call Prestice and enjoy a workout. NO ident Kevin Loughlin at 697EXPERIENCE IS NEEDED! 1404 or Vice-President
The club practices in Room Mouse at 697-2357.
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Sports
Winter Sports

Pieces Missing in
B-Ball Puzzle

BE THERE

,,,

By Douglas Benson
If a puzzle is missing a few
pieces then it wi II never be
complete, and when four
starters from a basketball
team are missing then the
team may just begin seeing
L's (losses) each game, and
in the Bears' case this holds
true.
Before the break the men's
team stood at 6 wins and
three losses, but after returni ng from vacation the team
has dropped three consecutive games and are struggling
to stay above the .500 mark
this year.
The first loss came against
Fitchburg State at home on
January 17, 83-70. The following game the Bears were
pitted against one of the fin-

§

Men's Basketball Schedule

Women's Basketball Schedule

H 8:00 Jan. 14 Newport College
A 8:00
17 Fitchburg State
A 8:00
19 Framingham State
H 8:00
21 North Adams
24 U-Mass/Boston
Anna Maria College A 8:00
H 8:00
28 E.N.C.
~i~~~ College
H 8:00
31 S.M.U.
Worcester State
A 8:00 Feb. Z Plymouth State
Framingham State
H S:OO
4 Worcester State
A 8:00
Curry College
6 Framingham State
A
Salem State
8 Clark University
A
6:00
Fitchburg State
11 Salem State
Westfield State
H 8:00
14 Fitchburgh State
WorcesterState
H 8:00
16 Westfield State
North-Adams State H 8:00
20 North Adams State
Plymouth State
H 8:00

; Jan. 17 Fitchburg State
~
19 Framingham State
21 E.N.C.
23 Roger Williams

est Divison 111 teams in the
. 26
3
U.S.A., Framingham State, Feb. ~
and in my own opinion, Fra4
mingham did not play as well
6
as they should have. Bridgea
water stayed within range of
11
14
Fitchburg until the final few
16
minutes, even with 'having
18
their starting four gone. Bill
20
Scigliano, a new m~mber to
22
the team, pumped in 26
points, and that All-American
center, what's his-name had
31 points for Fitchburg. After
Bridgewater starts tuning up,
which I hope they are doing,
SSC and Fitchburg play 2
again on February 5 in the ~
Kelly Gym. We could see one
great game.
.·
In the .meantime, Eastern
Nazarene College knocked
off BSC 96-77 last Saturday.

22 Worcester State

I

R

S
~

§
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Swimming Schedule

A
H

6:00 Feb. 4 Salem/
6:00
M.l.T.

A

6:00

A 3:00
H 7:00
A 6:00
H
H
A

7:00

7:00
6:00

H 6:00
A 7:00
A

2:00

A 8:00
H
H
H

6:00
6:00

A Women 2:
7 Central Conn. A Men 5:
8 Western
New England H Women 7:00
10 St. Michael's H Men 4:00
11 U·Mass/
Boston
A Co-ed 1 :00
15 W.P.1.
H Men 7:00
18 Holy Cross
H Co-ed 1 :00
21 Babson
H Men 7:00l1
24/ New England·s
0
25
Women·s
T.B.A
Mar.2/ New England's
3/4
Men's
T.8.A.

7:00

Coach:
Coach:

Joe Yeskewicz
Dorothy Joyce

Gymnastics Schedule

Men's Wrestling
Dec. 3 Quad at Trinity College
Norwich/W.P.l./Trinity 12:30
7 Tri at Mass. Maritime
Coast Guard/M.M.A.
6:00
10 Quad at R.I. College
R.l.C./M.M.A./M.l.T.
12:00
12 AtUniv.oflowell
7:00
Jan. 28 Tri at Plymouth State
Amherst/Plymouth
1:00
Feb. 1 Tri at Li-Mass/Boston
U-Mass/Bowdoin
5 Emerson College
3:00
9 At Boston College
7:00

''• •

Jan. 21

Smith Coll./Westfield A 1 :00

25 Rhode Island College A 7:00
Feb.

4 Salem State/M.l.T.
8 Brown University
Univ. of Maine/
Farmington
14 Conn.College/
Bridgeport Univ.
23 Coast Guard Acad.
25 M.l.T.

~

A 2:00
H 7:00

~

R

11

~

H 2:00
H 7:00
H 7:00
A 2:00

8

I
~

ts'

u

,

8
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DSC Drowns SMU
The B.S.C. Men's swim
team upset determined Southeastern Massachusetts
University 57-55 last Satur-1.!day in a co-'8d meet at the
Kelly Gym. This was 8.S.C.'s
third straight win. So far they
have a perfect record. How:;:ever, the women weren't as
'fortunate. as they fell 70-28 to
the Corsairs, dropping their
· · record to 0-4.
Luanne Leroux, Carol
;;1 Pakiela, Laura Sci rocco,
.f: 1i M i c h e 11 e M c D e v i t t a II
<: recorded second place finPhoto: Ed Santilli ishes, while Kim Hill took the
Bridgewater hoopmen are· struggling only individual event victory
for everything these days.
in the one-meter optional diving.Finishing only .20 points
behind the frontrunner.she
f i n is he d sec o n d i n the
required diving. Taking third
place finishes were Michelle
McDevitt, Carol Pakiela,
Carle.en Charland, Carol
Newcomb, and Robin
LaTaille.
The 8.S.C. women look to
get on the winning track as

Annua.1
Night
Tuesday, January 31
Come out and support the Number 1
Women's Team in New England ·and
···Number 4 in the co~ntry.
Bridgewater vs. S.M"U.
6:45 p.m.
Be part of a record breaking crowd.

they host Westfield State this 2:24.02, their best time so far.
Saturday at 2:00 p.m.
,Greg Cook kept the momenThe· B.S.C. medley team of tum as he defeated SMU's
Mike Piazza, Ken Bernard, Paul Kitchen 50.65 to 50.73 in
Brian O'Neil, and Greg Cook the~ 00 free. Mark Hayes and
couldn't catch SMU, but Bryan King took 4-5 with
clocked a fine 3:54.3, with King doing his best time.
Cook turning a blistering
Will Cheney kept SSC in
0:.49.17 for the freestyle leg. the meet with a second place
Dependable Rich - Larson in the 200 bacstroke, Paul
w.on the 1000 free at 10:45.09, LaPaele finishing 4th. S.M.U.
followed by co-captains Mike closed the score 42 ..36, which
Piazza and Will Cheney's 2-3 set the stage for Rich Larson
finish in the 200 freestyle.
and Mike Piazza's 1-2 sweep
Greg Cook and Brian in the 500 freestyle, Piazza
O'Neil swept the 50 free, putting on a great second
0:~3.08 and 0:23.31, and Rich half comeback.
Larson just missed first in the
Divers Sean Mulhall, Mike
200 individual 'medley with a Hayes, and Paul LaPaele finfine 2:08.38. Mark Hayes ans ished a disappointing 2-3-4 in
Sean Mulhall then swept the 'the one-meter optional divone-meter required diving, ing, and S.M.U. closed the
with Paul LaParle closing point gap 54-42. If S.M.U.
fourth. This gave the Bears a .were to sweep the breast28.-..23 lead, .from which they / stroke, their strong fr.ee style
never looked back.
relay could give them the win,
Brian O'Neil and Ken Ber- while a second place in the
nard finished 1-3 .in the 200 200 breast would ice the meet
butterfly, with O'Neil. clock- for BSC.
ing
2: 12.54, and Bernard a

a

continued from p.-

In this pressure situation,
Ken Bernard came through
with a second place finish,
turning a 2:28.55, his best
time, while Bryan King took
fourth with his best time of
2:45.71: The Bears did not
enter the 400 free style, so the
meet ended 57-55, Bridgewater.
Veteran mentor Joe Yeskewib commented that "the
vietory was truely a team
effort. The team showed terrific character as two key
men were not in our lineup.
They never gave up! Piazza,
Cheney, Larson, Mulhall,
O'Neil, Bernard, and Hayes
got us valuable second and
third place points.'' Outstanding diver Arthur Grant
and sprint freestyler Eric
Nordling will . be· available
when BSC travels to Central
Connecticut State Univ~rsity
February 7th, where the
Bears will be gunnin_g for
their fourth win.

1s----------------------------

Cross_ Country ski-equiplntramurals
All winter programs are ment is available' fota mere
now under way in basketball $ioo·1 ' plus $20.00 deposit.
(men and women), and Check the.gym for hours to
indoor soccer. All schedules pickiUP equipment during the
and results are posted in the wee~.
BAIRS
Kelly Gym lobby.
The ski trip to Smuggler's
Notc,h was a great success.
Kelly Gym
Third Quarter schedules of Forty-six students went on
th.e gym are also available in the trip. The trip was.so great
the gym lobby:.- Aerobics that another is planned (tenclasses began this week with tativ~ly) for early March.
excellent turnouts in both the Hopefully it will be ·mtle
a f .tern .o on an d even in g warmer then, too.
There will also be a second
sessions.

semester organizational
meeting for the BAIRS Club
next Tuesday at 11 :00 am in
G120 in the gym. If you are
interested in joining the
BAIRS, be. at this meeting.
Till next week I bid you a
fond adieu.
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Study

in~Quebec!

Established in 1981, the exciting
Quebec-New England Exchange Program
is now in its third .year of operation. Bridgewater State College
was one of the original participating institutions, and the program is
currently accepting applicantsfor the academic year 1984. If you are an outgoing
freshman or sophomore, have a good academic record, and possess the initiative to experience
a new arid interes.ting cultural and academic life, then. this program is for you. Apply immediately.
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Students who choose to study in Quebec will find a diuersity of life styles available to them. Quebec offers
the thriving cosmopolitan city of Montreal, with its blend of cultures, the old world charm ' ·
of Quebec City,· the quebecois warmth and hospitality of other provincial towns.
If you think you are ready for a new aduenture, contact Professor ·
John Myers, in the Canadian Studies Office, Tillinghast Hall
·~·'·:or at extension 2288.
·

Application Deadline: February 15, ·1984

